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THE VIRGINIAN
DR. J. L. jARMAN
Our President
(Si\}t Itrgtntan
EftUrii by
S'pntnr (lllaaa nf thr i>tatp Nnrinal Srlinol
iFarmuillp, Tfirniuia
IT has been our aim to present in
this volume of The Virginian a
true, vivid picture of all phases of
life at 6'. N. S. We do not submit
this work as a masterpiece of litera-
ture, and make no apologies for it.
We ha\'e done our best ! Should
these pages serve as a memorial of
the happiest recollections of your
school days here, as a remembrance
of those classmates whom you once
loved and worked with, and as a
means of keeping the memory of
your Alma Mater ever dear to you,
we shall have attained our purpose.
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Alma M<xtn
O, here's to thee, dear mother true,
Thy ideals and thy dream.
That we may ever faithful be.
In following the gleam !
O, how could we the distant far
Depart from all thy ways ?
Thy daughters will all worthy be,
throughout thy length <if days!
All hail to thee. () mother fair,
Oiu' happy second home.
Midst lofty skies of heavenh- blue.
Thy stately walls and dome.
Reveal to us thy spirit true.
The music of thy life :
May we with -^-ision born of right,
Subdue ill-will and strife!
Now Alma Mater, mother kind.
The world voice ever calls.
And tho" our love for thee is deep,
Soon we must leave thy halls ;
For there are those who always need
Thy truth and wisdom pure.
Stern duty calls—we hear and heed,
In filial love to thee.
Mary Stephenson,
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'Co-operation."
"We are dealing with a delicate subject."
'Now, young ladies."
'Am I right or am I wrong?"
"Please point it out on the map."
'As it were!"
"W. e 1 1."
"Where are we at?"
"Oh, you lemons!"
"For instance?"
"Class is excused."
'C'est assez pour vous \"
'Yes, mum ! '
"Girls, am I late .'"
"There is too much talkinc walking around. Find a seat
!
'Are we all here? \'ery well!"
"Sposin."
"That's fine, girls!"
'Now, girls, do you appreciate the situation?"
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Jarulty
J. L. Jarman, A.B., L.L.O President
Mary Barlow Physical Education
Leon E. Bell Education
Ada Bierbower Rur;.l Education
G. H. Bretnall Biology
Lula C. Bretnall Asst. in English
X'irginia Bugg Asst. in History
Martha \X'. Coulling Drawing
M. Boyd Coyner Education
Emma Dcitrich Geography
Mary Dinwiddic \\"riting-
Florence Eisele Librar}- Alethods
Edward Fettig . Chemistr\- and Physics
James M. Grainger English
Bessie Jeter Associate in Home Economics
T. M. Lear History and Social Sciences
I.ila London Mathematics
XX'illie London Associate in English
Hazel B. Millican Industrial Arts
Christine E. Munoz Music
Minnie V. Rice Latin
Katherine Scott Asst. in English
Estelle Smithy French, Spanish
Margaret Steele Biblical History
Florence H. Stubbs Rural Education
Carrie B. Taliaferro Associate in Mathematics
W. S. Tidyman Education and Director of Training School
Sarah Boyd Tucker Associate in History and Social Sciences
Katherine Tupper Home lu-onomics
Edna N. Spear Reading
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Sratmng irliool
W. F. Tidyman, M.A. Ph. D Director and Principal
IMary Savedge Supervisor Ninth Grade
^Myrtle Crenels Supervisor Eighth Grade
lima V'on Schilling Supervisor Sixth and Seventh Grades
Alice Carter Supervisor Fifth Grade
Mary Hayncs Supervisor Fourth Grade
Fleeta Cooper Supervisor Third Grade
Rachel Robinson Supervisor Second Grade
Mary Jones Supervisor First Grade
Thelma Blanton Assistant Supervisor First Grade
Mabel Culkin Kindergarten
Margaret W'ainwright Assistant Kindergarten
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A^mt^tBtrattu? (ifitrrra
;Mr. B. AI. Cox Business AIanay:er
]Miss \\ innic Hincr Clerk to Business ^Manager
Miss Jennie M. '1"abb Secretary, Registrar
Miss Florence Eisele Librarian
Miss- Mary White Cox Head of Home
Miss Frances Sheldon Assistant Head of Home
iMiss Huston Blackwcll Assistant in Home Department
Mrs. T. D. Walker Assistant in Home Department
Airs, \\'. T. Blanton Xight matron
Airs. Bessie C. Jamison Housekeeper
Mrs. Alice Peary. ... ... .Assistant Housekeeper
Dr. Susan A. Price Physician
Miss Mary Brown Trained Xurse
Miss Margaret Steele Y. W. C. A. Secretary
Airs. Lillian \'. Xunn Supervisor of Laundry
Aliss Alice Carter Chaperon Thaxton Cottage
Miss AIar\- Sa\e(li>e Chaperon Duvall Cottage
Mrs. J. D. \\'alker Chaperon \Wlliamson Cottage
Aliss Cariie B. Taliaferro Chaperon Stone Cottage
Aliss A'laude K. Taliaferro Post Mistress
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The cast is as follows:
—
Mr. ''Rat" Opper Sishuii Dr. Jarman
Mr. Merit Will Watchem Mr. Lear
Miss Sallie A Daring Miss Barlow-
Miss Ewell Grind Miss Tucker
Miss Coquette Winkle Miss W. London
Mr. LWiJi Tellem Dr. Bretnall
Mr. Blushem Redd Mr. Corner
Miss "Susie' Race-Around Miss Stubbs
Miss Singem Wright Miss Munoz
Mr. Pitcher Chalkman Mr. Fettig
(Scene of play)
Faculty Room (Faculty assembled upon last
toll of study bell—all are quiet and in place
except Mr. Merrit Will Watchem.)
Mr. "Rat" Opper Sishun.
Before revealing the purpose of this meet-
ing, we will have the roll-call. I will appoint
Mr. Merit Will Watchem to see that all doors
are closed and windows shut fast. Let us
now proceed with the roll.
(Mr. I-Will Tellem calls the roll.)
Mr. I-Will Tellem—
Miss Ewell Grind? Miss Ewell Grind?
(Miss Grind is so engaged in correcting
history papers that she does not answer un-
til Miss Singem Wright gives her a punch
with her stick.)
Miss Ewell Grind-
Present. I beg \our pardon but these pap-
ers are so interesting that the\" lift me out of
the real and take me back to my dear friend
Hannibal.
Mr. I-\Vill Tellem—Miss Coquette Winkle?
(Miss Winkle is so engaged in tete-tete with
Mr. Blushem Redd that she does not hear,
Mr. Redd being the cynosure of all eyes does
full credit to his name.)
Mr. LWill Tellem—Miss Sallie .\. Dar-
ing?
Miss Daring
—
Quite inconvenient and dis-
concerting to be called up for faculty meeting
when I've a bid to Hampton Sidney dance to-
night.
Mr. I-Will Tenem—Mr. Blushem Redd?
Mr. Redd—Present (but otherwise en-
gaged).
Mr. I-Will Tellem—Miss "Susie" Race-
Around ?
(Someone answers that Miss Race-Around
has gone out to the home office, thence to her
office, on to the reading room, and back b\
the cloak room searching for Aunt Lucy.)
Mr. l-Will Tellem— .\lr. Pitcher Chalk-
man ?
Mr. Chalkman—Present, but I would like
very much to be e.\:cused to see Jack Jones
pitch in the ball game at the Armory. I
feel that my course could derive much help
and benefit, Mr. President.
Mr. I-Will Tellem—Miss Singem Wright?
Miss Wright—Present, Mr. Rat Opper
Sishun, I feel that you should treat us right
and as long as so man_\- members are absent
or otherwise engaged (^vith a glance at Miss
Winkle and Miss Daring who were being
severely scrutinized by Mr. \^'atchem) you
would be wise to postpone the meeting.
Mr. "Rat" Opper Sishun— I am sorry but
I shall have to enlist your co-operation for
a few minutes. I have a clever scheme on
foot which I wish to have presented to the
board as soon as possible. If this is to be a
Norman school for the training of teachers
—
why let's do away with all academic work,
all classes, and give every girl the privilege
of teaching the entire time she is in school.
I'his would be very much easier on you
teachers, and more practical from the girl's
standpoint. I also suggest a lyceum course
which shall run during the semester and that
each teacher take turns at giving lectures,
stunts, plays and vaudeville for the girls'
benefit and enjoyment. Will you come back
to-morrow night prepared to vote and an-
nounce the kind of course you will present?
Mr. I-Will Tellem—I've already decided
to give my lecture on "Tight clothing."
Miss "Susie" Race-.\round. (Who has re-
cently come in.) And mine's to be, "The
Rural Problem."
Mr. Merit Will
series of talks on
Watchem—Mine will be a
"How to Get a Husband."
Mr. "Rat" Opper
journed until to-morr
sharp.
Sishun—Yc
iw night at
are ad-
en-thirtv
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c;race beard
Charles Town. West Virginia
Gamma Theta; Delta; Pierian Literary So-
cietv—Spring '19, Vice President; Critic '19-'20,
President '20; Junior Basket Ball Team '17-'18;
Senior Basket Ball Team '18-'19; Cottillion
Cub; Campus League; Representative Pan Hel-
lenic; Dramatic Club; Promotion Committee '20-
'21
; El Circulo Espanol ; Server's Tennis Club
'19-'21
; Y. W. C. A. Chairman, Social Work
Girl Reserves; '20-'21 ; Vice President Degree
Class '21 ; K. L L.
"Idleness is an appendix to nobility."
This attractive, dainty, talkative girl is ab-
solutely contented with a book of Kipling, a box
of mallomars and someone to adore.
"II' ell, by gum!"
MERLE DAVIS
Pamplin, Virginia
Critic Cunningham Literary society '20; Stu-
deiit Government Committee '20-'21 ; Chairman
Alumnae Committee Y. W. C. A. '20-'21 ; Del-
egate National Convention Y. W. C. A. '20;
(^resident Appomattox Club '20; Blue Ridge
Club; El Circulo Espanol; Athletic Association;
K. L L. ; Rural Club.
"Happy am I, from care I'm free.'
If'/iy aren't lliey all contented like me?"
We envy the part of the world that will have
Merle's unselfish and joyous spirit in the future.
What would we have done without it in our part
in the past?
"A'oat ain't that sumpin' '."
HELEN DRAPER
Charlottesville, Virginia
Pi Kappa Omega— \'ice President '20-'21 ; Un-
dergraduate Field Representative Y. W. C. A.
'20-'21
; Promotion Committee '20-'21 ; Student
Standard's Committee '20-'21 ; Student Govern-
ment Committee '19-'20; President Pierian Lit-
erary Society—Spring '20; Vice President fall
'20;" Assist. "Editor-in-chief Focus '19-'20; Dele-
gate National Convention Y. W. C. A. '20; Sec-
retarv Degree Class '19-'20; Athletic Asso.;
Blue" Ridge Club; Treasurer K. I. L. '20-'21
;
President Le Cercle Francais; El Circulo Espanol.
"So zuell to kno-iv /ler o^'n, tliat ii/iat she luills
to do or say seems v:isest. virluousesi, discreetest,
best."
Helen is a recognized '.eader with initiative
and force. We might predict for her a brilliant,
political career.
"Il'elt, tinnduess."
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HATTIE GRESHAM
Oceana, Virginia
Secretary World Fellowship Committee '17-'18
Y. W. C. A.; Junior Auxiliar_v; Student Mission
Band; Virginia Normal League; Rural Club;
Athletic Association; Hiking Club; Vice Pres-
ident '18, Recording Secretary '19, Reporter '20
Ruffner Society; Sunday School Committee
'19, and Alumnea Committee '20 Y. W. C. A.
"/ love tranquil solilitde. and such society, as is
quiet, ^ivise and f/ood/'
Hattie is our class artist, but that isn't the
onh- line along which she is talented. If \'ou
want to hear some good witt\" remarks, just have
a talk with her.
"If ell, ixliat do you knov: about that."
EDITH HARRELL
Portsmouth, \'irginia
Secretary Pierian Literary Society '18-'19,
Critic '20-'21 ; Student Cjovernment Committee
'20'-'21
; Alumnae Committee '19-'20; Chairman
Religious Meetings Committee '20-'21 Y. W. C.
A.; Treasurer Degree Class '19-'21 ; President
Portsmouth Club '19-'20 ; Athletic Association
;
Secretary El Circulo Espanol ; K. I. L. ; Student
Mission Band.
When you think of Edith, you think of
straightforwardness and independence, nimble of
mind and nimble of foot, she is an A student
and an A-1 dancer.
"If ell, my lo've!"
ELIZABETH McCLUNG
Lexington, \'irginia
Gamma Theta ; Delta; O. W. L. S. ; Presi-
dent Y. W. C. A. '20-'21 ; Delegate National
Convention Y. W. C. A. '19-'20; Leader Stu-
dent Volunteer Band '19-'20; Third Professional
Representative Student Government Committee
'19-'20; Ex Officio member Student Government
'20-'21; Ellen Richard's Club, \'ice President '19-
'20, Class Reporter '19-'21 ; Treasurer Athenian
Literarv Socieav '19-'20; Promotion Committee
'19-'2li Blue Ridge Club; Love Set Tennis Club;
K. I. L. ; Rural Club.
"/ would help others because of a fellow feeling."
A born arguer and a dependable good sport,
that's Lib. Everybody knows when she is com-
ing by her little giggle. The "Heathern Chinee"
will be mighty lucky to get her, and we know
her converts will be man\-.
"Good lionk!"
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HARRIET PURDY
Lawrenceville, Virginia
Treasurer Cunningham Literary Society, fall
18; Secretary Normal League '18-'19, Assistant
Business Manager '18 and Business Manager '19-
'20 Focus; Assistant Editor in Chief Class Book
'19; President Cunningham Literary Society
Fall '20; Promotion Committee '19-'21 ; Blue
Ridge Club; La Ccrcle Francais; El Circulo
Espanol ; Athletic Association; Sub-Chairman
Publicitv Department '18-'19, Undergraduate
Field Representative •19-'20; \. W. C. A.; K.
L L.
A talker and a \vriter that's Harriett, she ex-
cels all of us when a?ked to talk at chapel or
student body meetings. How her short stories
show originality and cleverness in both thought
and style!
"IV (lods and little fishes!"
KATHERINE STALLARD
Fairfield, Kentucky
Pi Kappa Omega; Critic Cunningham Literary
Society '18, President '19; Recording Secretary
Jefferson Debating Societv '18, President '19;
Publicity Committee '17-'19; Y. W. C. A.; Ellen
Richard's Club; Athletic Association; Normal
League; Spree Club; Editor-in-chief Focus '19-
'20; Cotillion Club; El Circle Espanol; Presi-
dent Student Government Committee '20-'21
;
Chairman Promotion Committee '20-'21 ; Presi-
dent Degree Class 1921; K. I. L. Mandolin and
Guitar Club; Student Mission Band, C-Et-R.
"Isn't site tite siueetest thing." Student Body.
A good all-round sport who is never too busy
doing the big things to work faithfully upon "the
whole sweet littles that large life compound."
"Oh! my soul."
MARY STEPHENSON
Wakefield, Virginia
Pi Kappa Omega ; Gamma Theta ; Athenian
Literary Society; Assistant Editor-in-chief Rot-
unda '20-'21 ; Chairman Bible Study Committee
Y. W. C. A.; K. I. L.
There's hardly much use to say anything about
Mary because faculty and girls both know her
for what she is, a fine girl, who always pulls
A's and still has plenty of time to be a good old
pal to everybody that needs her.
"So to speak."
Pai/e Forty
"Have you seen Grace Beard?"
"What! Did Grace Beard really come back?"
"\^^^ere is she? How many of us does that make?"
"Eight, but there are nine of us. Edith is coming on the 12:45."
Nine of us! Isn't that wonderful! Just thinl:, can vou realize that we
are IH Professionals?"
The two speakers were stniUins^ thn)ugh the reception hall. As they
reached the entrance door a scream of joy and frantic waving of hands caused
them to turn around and rush to six hilarious girls waiting for them. Soon
above the babel that ensued, one voice could be heard urging, "We have
got to hurry. Edith's coming on the next train."
"Edith I" All spoke at once. "Oh, that will make nine of us. Come on
everybody, let's go to meet her."
There was a mad dash out of the hall, and as eight fleeing backs disap-
peared, a spectator superfloush- informed her companion, "They are the HI
Professionals. There arc nine this >car, the largest class that has yet come
back for a degree."
This first day of school was the beginning of an unusual and varied
history of an extraordinary class. Soon it became known not only for its
size which was large in number if small in statue, but also for its activity
and a curious mystery. Sometimes it was as great a mystery to solve the
amount of work and play these invincible nine really accomplished as it was
to discover the function of the red and black bows sometimes used as shoulder
decorations. The activity of the class as a whole and as individuals was
particularly varied during the last half of the HI Professional year. Adven-
tures reported to have happened to certain members of the class at the Na-
tional Y. W. C. A. and other Conventions, have already been published.
September of 1920 found the faithful Xine, who had attained the status
of I\' Professionals, wiser, more serious and more dignified perhaps,
"The lY Professionals look awfully young," a new girl said in a surprised
voice, as though she had expected to see maidens nearing forty or fifty.
Henceforth the heart of the whole Nine has been every new girl's for the
asking. With wisdom, dignity, and youth seemingly unimpaired, the IV
Professionals returned again to their Alma Mater.
If either year could be definitely classified, the III Professional year
might be said to have been one of varied activity, and lA' Professional, one of
special activity-service. A year of service they have striven to make this
their last year., and if they have succeeded, it has been due to their prepara-
tion for it, and the service that they may have rendered has returned to repay
them a hundred fold. It has been also a year of reckoning in terms of prep-
aration, and thinking in terms of community, country, and world service.
Dear Alma Mater, this their fourth and last year under your protecting
and guiding hand has been the happiest and yet the saddest of them all. In
return for the wisdom, the happiness, and aspirations that you have given
them, they offer vou their loyalty, gratitude, and love.
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ONE ACT PLAY
CHARACTERS
TeaclnGrace Beard [
Merle Davis \
Helen Drajier
Edith Harrell
Mrs.—Kathcriiic Stallard
Mrs.—Elizabeth McClunt
Harriet Purdy
Hattie Gresham
Mary Stephenson
Lucy—the Maid.
Time—Easter— 1931.
Place—Teacheraee at X
Old Clas> mates
uf
G.B. and M.D.
)spot, A'irginia.
SCENE I
(The living- room of the teacherage. Maid straightening- room. Enter
Grace, just from school, with arms full of books and papers. Throws books
on table and sighs deeply.)
—Oh ! dear me. teaching, teaching', for ten long years. Nothing but Latin
either. Sometimes I wish Cicero had never been born, and that Virgil had
died in infancy. I thought I had a hard time at school but I'd give every cent
of my salary, such as it is, to be back again with our old crowd. (Drops
into a chair, leans head upon table wearily.) (Enter Merle with school books,
lays books on table and speaks to Grace.)
Say Grace! whv so wearv this afternoon? Didnt we hear from any more
of the girls?
Grace—I've been too tired to even think about it. Lucy, were there any.
(Lucy hands over three letters to Merle.)
' Merle—Oh ! Grace look, here are three letters, and I believe they're the
very ones we want. (Both begin opening letters hurriedly.)
Grace—These are from Lib and Mary, and they're coming. Oh joy!
Merle—And this is from Katherine. She is coming too. Now we've heard
from all but Harriet. We might have known she'd be the last.
Grace—Will you please listen to this? Lib mv old roomie is married,
and she didn't even say to v^'hom. Can you beat that?
Merle—W^ell, my love ; Katherine says she and Joe were married re-
cently, and she didn't even say which Joe. (Maid enters with a special deliv-
ery letter.)
Maid—A special for Miss Grace. (Grace signs for the letter, then tears it
open hurried)v and reads.) (Maid exits.)
Grace—Oh! what joy, this is from Harriet, and she is realUy comuig;
that is, if she doesn't miss her train. Gee ! I feel ten years younger right now.
Lets go and begin gettin.g ready for their coming. (Both throw their arms
around each other and skip out.)
Cl'RTAlX
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SCENE II
Time—Night—two days later.
(Room same as scene one. Enter all the girls dressed in street attire
;
each carrying a package containing her favorite food. Girls all talk to each
other as they enter.)
Grace—Listen everybody, let's sit on the floor, and talk and cat just as
we used to do at old S. N.S. This is the first time I've felt that I could be so
undignified in years. And will you please look. Lib has her Campbell soup
just like we used to have at school. (Girls get pillows and sit on floor.)
Harriet—Please let's tell v\'hat we've been doing since we left school
all over again. Everybody as has been talking so fast that I can't get it all
straight. I've got Lib's Chinese Missionary all married to Katherine. Let's
begin and go around the circle, and tell about our work, before we begin talk-
ing about S. N. S., for if we ever get started on school, we'll never stop. Lib,
you begin, and tell us what you've done.
Lib—I'm busy fixing the soup. Why do I have to be first? Well, here
goes. Ifinished my training as a nurse in 1925, and then went to China. In
one year's time I fell flat for my dear Hezekiah and was married, and what's
more I haven't stopped falling yet. Nothing could have brought me away
from him but you all. For four years we've been working together in China,
and have had some of the most thrilling experiences you ever heard. I'm
thinking of writing a book on our work. We are here on a year's furlough.
So Grace, your letter came at exactly the right time, and it did seem so funny
to get a letter addressed to Miss Elizabeth McClung. Lexington, Ya. It
made me feel years younger. Oh ! I'm out of breath now. Mary it's your
time next.
MARY—All of you know what ideas I had about so many rules when
I was at S. N. S. So fiir five >'ears I worked to establish this school I've
been telling you all about since I came. We have a school with few restric-
tions. Why, my girls go down town when they wish, talk to boys, have en-
gagements, meet trains and do most anything they wish. It just works fine as
I always said it would. They are not near crazy about these things since
they haven't so many restrictions. Helen can tell you how well it works,
for she has visited us.
EDITH—Helen, you tell us more about your lectures. I guess
we can take Mary's own word about her college.
HELEN—You all don't want to hear anymore about those lectures,
do you? I will tell 3rou why I began this work. I taught for several years
in difl:'erent girls' colleges, and the girls were all so frivolous. Their only
aim in life was to get married. So I worked out this series of lectures in
which I try to inspire girls to aspire to something higher in life than just
getting married. I am just traveling around to the different colleges and
I've really helped a number of girls to change their ideas. Of course, I
don't want to keep everybody from getting married just because I didn't,
but I do want to save girls from having this idea of "anj^body. Lord, just
so it's a man."
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Harriet, now you ruiid one of your poems. I always knew you'd be
a poet. (During these talks, girls continue to eat and to pass things around,
while some make remarks (jn what the others tell.)
HARRIET— I just haven't had time to write all the poems I've had
the inspiration for, but I will read one I wrote coming up on the train as I
viewed the wonderful scenery from the window. (Reads a poem written in
free verse which none understand, but all applaud heartily.)
By the way, Hattie, I must ask you while 1 think of it. Someone
by the name of Gresham has published a new theory on evoluti(;)n, and I
wondered if it could be a relative of yours.
HATTIE
—
(Rather embarrassed) \\>11, now. Harriet. I suppose it's
my book youVe talking about. I just couldn't exactly agree with any of
those theories of evolution. I studied under 'Mr. Bretnall so I've worked
out one of my own. (Girls all clap.)
KATHERIXE— Hattie, we always did know you'd do something like
that.
HATTIE—Xow Katherine, we'd like to hear more about that wonder-
ful husband of yours.
GIRLS—Yes, Katherine, please talk about him some more, we've been
so anxious to know who was the luck}- Joe.
KATHERINE—Oh! pshaw, there's nothing much to tell, except that
I do want you all to know my beloved Joe is not one t)f the three I knew
when I was at school. \\'e first met in South America when I was teaching
down there. ^Married life doesn't interest you at all. Make Edith tell her
mountain experiences. I saw from some paper a few years ago that Edith
was one of the leading mountain workers of Virginia.
EDITH— I did work with the mountain people until two years ago.
I'll tell some of iny experiences later. I have recentlj' finished my course at
the missionary training school and hope to leave for India in about six
months. Let's talk about old S. X. S. nov.'. Who has news from there?
HELEN—I was there a few months ago to give my lectures, and
everything has changed so that 1 hardly knew the place. The student
building is perfectly wonderful. Miss Coulling is President nov\', and Miss
Jennie Tabb Vice-President, and Mary Finch is head matron. Miss Mary
White is in Florida living a life of peace and happiness. Everybody was
excited over Dr. Jarman's campaign for Governor of Virginia. Of course,
he'll be elected. I missed Mr. Grainger so much. lie's become President
of that College in Massachusetts that he used to talk about so much. Oh !
I just wish we could all go back together once more.
GRACE'—Merle, there's no reason on earth whv we can't take them
all over there. We can get aeroplanes from the boys here in town and go
tomorrow.
MERLE—Of course, we can and we'll do it too. Come let's go to bed
so we can rest and be able to enjoy the trip to the fullest extent. You
know we old folks need lots of rest. (Laughs.) (All go out still talking
about S. N. S.)
Curtain.
MERLE DAATS—Prophet.
Pa^e Forty-four
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Colors—Red and ^^'hitc Flower—\Miite Rose
OFFICERS
Mary Lindsay President
Virginia Blasmgame \'ice-President
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Honorary Member of the Senior Cla
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SARA REBECCA ANDREWS
Evington, Virginia
Pierian Literary Society, Jefferson Debating
Society, Rural Club; Y. W. C. A.
"/'m not afraid of ivork ,• 1 can lie right doicn
hfsiJe it and go to sleep."
Sara is one of the fortunate few who can
make good grades without laborious study. You
can't see her curly locks here but she often
wears them. She is very fond of "Locks" es-
pecially the kind which may be found at White's
Drug Store.
IRENE ANDERSON
•y<7 do I fear they nature: it is too full of the
milk of human kindness."
Irene is always happy, whatever the time or
the weather. She takes a great delight in her
work and is happiest while doing it. We are
sure she will be a successful teacher and we wish
her happiness.
NINA BELLE ARMBRISTER
Max Meadows, Virginia
Y. W. C. A., Athletic Association. Jefferson
Debating Society.
Just watch her, always smiling her way thru,
never letting worry interfere with her ambitions.
Nina "Bobs" around so fast you never know
where she is.
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JANE BACON
Lexington, Virginia
Pierian Literary Society; Morning Watcii
Committee, Y. W.' C. A. ; Treasurer I. K. U.
;
Student Mission Band, Atliletic Association.
Jane is serious and determined, always lending
a helping hand. Appreciating her noble quali-
ties, we predict for this student volunteer a life
of valuable service in her chosen work.
BURDETT BAGLEY
Kcnbridge, Virginia
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Pi Alpna ; Glee Club;
Cotillion Club; D. I. R. K. ; Cunningham Lit-
erray Society ; Athletic Association ; Y. W. C.
A.; Secretary-Treasurer Lunenburg Club.; U-Et-
R.
"Gintle I
Oh, how
disposition !
she
mill!, icoids and Icin/ii-r."
e envy Burdette her sweet, lovable
Her frank, unborrowed wit which
gs on us at the unexpected times makes
her dear to our fun loving hearts
MARIE BALDWIN
Pamplin, Virginia
Chairman Social Committee Y. W. C. A. '19-
'20; Chairman Hiking Committee; Cilee Club;
Cunningham Literary Society; Athletic Associa-
tion.
Il'e fear this little girl is a flirt,
For in all of the arts she is quite expert,
Teaching ive think will not interest her long.
May Iter life he one happy song.
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SETHELLE BARCLIFF
Xortolk, Virginia
\'. \V. C. A.; Athletic Association; Norfolk
Cluh; Rural Club.
Do \ou want to know anything? If you do.
ask Sethelle for she can answer any question
on earth. Oh! it doesn't matter that no one
knows what she is talking about for she gets
there just the same. Here's success to \ou.
Sethelle!
GRACE BARGAMIX
Petersburg, Virginia
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Pi Alpha; D. I. R. K.\
T-Et-R; Treasurer Cunnigham Literary Society;
V. \V. C. A. ; Athletic Association ; Portsmouth
Club '19-'20.
"Of manner tjenilc, of affections mild."
When Grace is your friend once, she is forever.
Nor do we find her lacking in steadfastness, loy-
alt\'. and truth in her school work.
SALLIE BARKSDALE
Roanoke, Virginia
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Mu Omega, D. I. R. K.
;
Athletic Association, N. O. T. ; Publicity Com-
mittee Y. W. C. A.; Pan-Hellenic Representative
'19-'20; Roanoke Club.
"./ mind rfjoicinij in the litjJil."
Sallie's originality and ability are astounding,
but oh! how she flirts with 'the thief of time."
Clever, witty, and attractive—wha'. "Moore"
could she wish?
Paije-Fifty-tiio
MARY CLARK BOCOCK
Lynchburg, Virginia
Argus Literary Societ\' ; Associate Editor
"Rotunda;" Campus League '19-20; Membership
Committee V. \V. C. A.; Athletic Association
Dramatic Club; Glee Club; Orchestra '19-'20
President Mandolin and Guitar Club '20-21
Lynchburg Club; B. 1. R. D. S.
"S/ie takctii most delight in musical instruments
and poetry."
This is certainly true of Marw Have >nu
ever heard her olav her guitar and sing? Then
you have much to look forward to. And her
poetry. Oh I simply look in her eyes, and you
you will know why she writes so well. Another
name for Mary would be "Service" as she has
proved at S. N. S,
MARY GEORGE BOLEN
Culpeper, \'irginia
Social Service Committee Y. W. C. A. ; Athe-
nian Literary Society, Critic '20-'21 ; Athletic
Association; Secretary and Treasurer Server's
Tennis Club '21; Le Circle Francais; Hiking
Club; Rural Club.
"If ell, 1 knoiv her of easy temper, naturally
good and faithful to her iL-ork.*'
Her high ideals, her true sense of justice, and
unfailing good nature have won a place in the
hearts of us all.
If \ou want someone with whom to go hiking,
call for Mar\' ; she is a dand\* companion.
SUSIE BOOKER
Tower Hill, Virginia
Business Manager ''The Virginian;" Reporter
Pierian Literary Society; Publicity Committee;
Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association.
Susie is the sort of girl who can do anything
and do it well. Perseverance and earnestness
characterize her business ability which is
splendidly shown in her management of our
annual.
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VIRGINIA BOULDIN
Roanoke, \'irginia
D. I. R. K. ; Roanoke Ckih ; Y. W. C. A.
Athletic Association.
'' Persuasive speech arui more persuasive s?nile/*
\\'h\" should she become a teacher,
To pour instruction o'er the minds,
\\'hen she is so charming in every feature,
That she could enslave " "
and all mankind?
LOUISE BREWER
Bristol, Virginia
Secretary Student Government; President
Rural Club; Vice President Cunningham Literary
Society '19-'20; Y. \V. C. A.; Athletic Asso-
ciation; Glee Club; Dramatic Club.
./ Daugther of the Gods"
Divinely tall and most divinely fair."
Louise has a bewitching smile, which has won
for her a host of friends. As the "Hero" of the
Dramatic Club plays, she has enslaved all of our
hearts.
KATHLEEN BRISTOW
Richmond, Virginia
Argus Literarv Societv ; Athletic Association ;
Y. W. C. A.
"Good at fiffht. hut better at play.'
"Kat's" lovely disposition, charming personal-
it\-, and brilliancy of wit are her marked charac-
teristics. Her hobby is telling jokes—thus cheer-
ing ahva>'s her class-mates.
Altho "Kat" pretends she does not care for
bovs, she is very "Frank'' in expressing her fond-
ness for those that have "Beards."
Pane Fijly-jnur
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SUE BROWN
Martinsville, Virginia
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Mu Omega; W. A. N.
K; Cunningham Literary Society; Jefferson De-
bating Society; Ellen Richard's Club; Student
Mission Band; Senior Tennis Club.
. ."I'lic made it a practice to put all my troubles
in the bottom of my lieari and sit o>i the lid and
smile."
Nothing worries Sue. Her happy nature is so
contagious that she is sent for every time a fit
of the "blues" is discovered.
ANNE BULLOCK
Farmville, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.
"A merry heart goes with you all day long."
Anne is always ready to go down town with
a jolly companion or two to have a good time.
Nevertheless we see another, a true Anne in the
Miss Bullock at the Training School. In our
dreams we see her a successful fourth grade
teacher in Texas. Success to vou Anne.
LELIA PEEBLES BURROW
Disputanta, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; P. G. Club; Athletic Associa-
tion; Athenian Literary Society.
"Straight thinking,
Hard work,
Fair play,
Giving service."
This is just Lelia all over, for she is always
ready to help someone out of a difficulty, espec-
ially liking to solve Arithmetic problems.
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MARION CAMPER
Orange, Virginia
Mandolin and Ciuitar Club; President Orange
Club; Athletic Association; Hiking Club; Serv-
er's Tennis Club; Religious Committee \. W. C.
A. ; Athenian Literary Society.
Marian, tho quiet and reserved, has not failed
to win the hearts of her classmates. The bright,
laughing side of her character marks her as a
true Normal School girl.
ELLEN CARLSON
Claremont, Virginia
Social Service Committee Y. ^^^ C. A.
; Jef-
ferson Debating Society; Athletic Association.
"Sincen' and true, I stri-ve in all my best to do"
This conscientious little Swede reflects bril-
liancy in more \va\s than in her hair. She is
also one of our songsters and her sweet notes
must have made a very great impression upon
someone, for she is very diligent in her pursuit
of Domestic Science.
EDITH CARR
Asheville. North Carolina
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Mu Omega; Delta; U-
Et-R; Argus Literarv Societv ; Campus League
Committee; V. W. C. A.; Cotillion Club.
"She hath a merry heart."
Edith is the happiest person in the world when
she is happy. Best of all she reflects this hap-
piness on others, too, There is not another like
her. She is a mixture of fun, humor, and com-
mon sense.
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GRACE CARWILE
Madisonville, Virginia
C. A.: Cunningham Literary Society;
Appomattox Club.
Grace does not take life too hard, but lives
a placid, happy existence. Although she does
good work, her studies do not bother her very
much. We all think Grace a bright, happy girl.
MARY EILEEN CHAMBERS
Dinwiddle, Virginia
Athletic Association; Y. W. C. A.; RufFnet
Debating Society; Dinwiddle Club.
"Stilt acliicving, still pursuing."
Aileen takes great delight in the Training
School work and has special pride in its "Halls."
She is also very literary and enjoys reading all
classical works, especially those of Emerson.
LUCILLE CHAPPELL
Meherrin, Virginia
Pi Kappa Omega; Recording Secretary Pierian
Literary Society; Publicity Committee '19-'20;
World Fellowship Committee '20-'21. Y. W. C.
A.; Hiking Club.
"Good nature, like a sunny day, sheds hriylil-
ness on all thinijs.'^
This bright little bobbed haired maid has cer-
tainly made a name for herself at S. N. S.
We like to hear Lucille talk in her slow em-
phatic wa\. In fact, we like almost evervthing
about Lucille.
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MYRTLE CHAPPELL
Meherrin, \'irginia
Pi Kappa Omega; Pierian Literary Society;
Publicity Committee, '19-'20; World Fellowship
Committee '20-'21 ; Y. \V. C. A.; Athletic Asso-
ciation; Hiking Club.
"irit/i a jest on her lorujur and
a s/nili' on her lips,
S/ie's hubling <u;it/i fun
to her fint/er tips."
This is only too true of Myrtle, but this does
not mean that her "good times" interfere with
her class
highest.
vork for there she measures up to the
LOIS CLAUD
Drewryville, Virginia
Country Life Committee '20; Corresponding
Secretary Pierian Literary Society '19; Y. W. C.
A.
"//,;• mannrr quiet and refined."
Lois is one of our prettiest girls. Truly her
charm does not lie in her sweet face alone. She
is bright, cheerful, and winning in manner.
FLORA CLINGENPEEL
Martinsyille, Virginia
Athletic Association ; Publicity Committee Y.
\V. C. A.; Jefferson Debating Society; Pierian
Literary Society.
"To know her is to love her."
What more can be said? Anything else would
be superfluous, as her many friends would tell
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ELIZA CLOPTON
Washington, Virginia
Student Government Committee '17-'18; Treas-
urer Fourth Year Class; Ellen Richard's Club;
Social Committee, '17-'1S, Alumnae Committee
18-'19, V. W. C. A.; Spree Club; \V. A. N. K.
Athletic Association; U-Et-R.
"She is pretty to ii-alk ivil/i,
S/ie is ijjitty to talk 'witli,
And pleasant to think upon,
This truly applies to "Liza." We may also
say that Liza is one of those girls who has found
the Training School a "jo>'" rather than a
"sorrow."
JOHNNIE BLANCHE CONWELL
Capron, Virginia
Vice-President Southhampton Club '20-'21 ; Re-
porter Athenian Literary Society '20; Member-
ship Committee Y. W. C. A. ; Senior Basket
Ball Team; Junior Base-ball Team; Athletic
Association.
"S/ie stammers ; oh ivhat {/race in lispuu/ lies,
If she says notliing, to be sure she's nvise."
"Johnnie's" one ambition is to be fifth grade
supervisor. We are afraid "something" will
come in between to prevent this, but we know-
she will do well, no matter what she does.
Blanche works when she works and plays when
she plays. Our best wishes go with her every-
where.
MARTHA KATHERINE CRALLE
Blackstone, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Vice-Pres-
ident Rural Club.
. ."Katherine has a most attractive air and just
the prettiest curly hair."
If you should see her walking thru the halls
you would probably take a second look. She is
a dainty creature, very quiet, and unassuming
with a clear sweet voice. As a student she
excels, and her sweet ways are a source of great
pleasure to her friends.
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ELIZABETH CRENSHAW
Cambria, Virginia
Jefferson Debating Society; Rural Club; Y.
C. A.; Mandolin and Guitar Club; Athletic
Association.
A Icvi-l Inad 'u.-ilh tx-hich you 'u.-ill
tihi.'(iys find her.'^
Elizabeth shudders when she thinks what a
deplorable condition this world would be in, if
she had been horn on the planet Mars, or
Neptune, instead of on our earth; and you are
right Elizabeth we could not have done without
CLARA CROCKER
Ivor, Virgini
\". \\'. C. A. etferson Debat-Rural Club;
iiig Societx.
Clara is our little "sweet sixteen" year old
Senior. Studious and dependable—well, I should
say, for these characterize her so well. We
might add that Clara isn't so much the "crushy"
kind but you'll notice that she always manages
to he as near as possible to Miss Stubhs or Miss
Bierbarrow.
Rl'TH M. cms
Chase City, Virginia
Y. W. C. A. Ruffner Debating Society. Athe-
nian Literary Society ; Y. W. A.
"Look out for the unexpected."
Watch Ruth and you will see and hear many
unexpected things. Not many know her because
she is not one who likes to attract attention, but
to pursue her thoughtful course quietly. She does
hne \vork in an inconspicuous way.
iiJUfj
ELINOR ROV DAMERON
Lynchburg, Virginia
Athletic Association; Y. \V. C. A.; CJIee Club;
L\nchburg Club.
Vou ma\" think Elinor is agraid of boys from
her quiet wa>', but just mention Boston and
watch her blush.
She may not appear to he so \er\ studious,
but Elinor surely will get there in the long run,
for she will work at ainthing she has to do.
PATTY LEE DARDEN
Franklin, \'irginia
Delta Sigma Chi; Pi Alpha; D. L R. K.
;
Social Service Committee Y. \^'. C. A.; Athletic
Association; President Southampton Club '19;
Student Government Committee l.Jra;:;atic Club;
Assistant Business Manager Focus.
"Siveet promptings unto kinJfst dfcds.
Were in her very look.
One reads her mind as one ii-/io reads,
A pure and deliglitful hook."
Patty Lee is a good student, lovable teacher,
and a handsome man in dramatics. She has a
big generous "Hart" but doesn't care so much
for men, which is unfortunate for them.
MARY DOBYNS DERIEUX
Rappahannock, Virginia
Pi Kappa Omega; Assistant Literary Editor
of "The V^irginian;" Secretary Pierian Literar\
Society; Bible Study Committee '20-'21, World
Fellowship Committee '19-'20, Y. W. C. A.;
Rural Club; Le Cercle Francais; Athletic Asso-
ciation; President V. W. A. Z. T.
"Woif far that little candle throws its light."
She may not be termed an "intellectual" in
spite of her unusual ability, for she delights
in school girl pranks and pleasures. Dancing is
her "long suit."
"On with the dance, let joy be unconfined."
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LOnSE DOYLE
McKenney, Virginia.
Glee Club; Censor Cunningham Literary So-
ciety '20 ; Athletic Association ; Y. W. C. A.,
Membership and Music Committees; D. L R. K.
;
Rural Club; President Din\viddie Club.
"Jl'ork do7it holhfr mi-, and I don't bother
r.Lork:'
This is certainly true about Louise, but some-
how she has managed to come out on top, es-
pecially in the Glee Club. The class of '21
wishes her all success, whether she may go back
to "Mac" Kennev or to "Endia."
VIRGINIA SMITH DUGGER
Meredithville, \'irginia
Cuunningham Literar\- Societ\- ; Dramatic
Club; Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association.
"Not too sober, not too {/ay. but a good, true
(jirl in every 'u:ay,"
No one loves to loaf better than \^irgie, but
when it comes to a show down, she has plenty
of "stick-to-it-iveness." Generous, warm hearted,
and jolly is she, playing pranks and putting "em
over on us." She has made lasting friend-
ships in S. N. S. with her ready smile and win-
ning ways.
MARY EASLY
Chatham, ^'irginia
Ellen Richard's Club; Y. VI. C. A.; Pittsyl-
vania Club.
"Must 1 ivork.? Oh! Il'hat a ij.-asle of time."
Mary is very quiet and reserved, but once you
know her, you find a heart of pure gold. Let
me tell you a secret about Mary, she is going
to get into a "Scrap" and get "Hurt."
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ANNIE EVANS
Lovingston, Virginia
Rural Club; V. W. C. A.; Y. \V. A.
"Tills little maid is very small,
Rut she has a friend 'u:ho is very tall.
The Rural Problem she doth know,
And from Iter mind the answers flow (?)
All are fond of her smiling face,
She ever wears with patient grace,
She is careful to watch all "Rules"
But one of these does not appl\ to schools.
MADELINE FORESTAL
Cit\' Point, Virginia
V. \V. C. A.; Athletic Association; I
Ruffner Debating Society; Glee Club;
George County Club.
"So ready to he pleasant, and so ki
Madeline is indeed pleasant and kind. She
is always the merry soul, flitting about here and
there and ever ready to aid one. We have dis-
covered a treasure in our friend from Wiscon-
K. U.
Prince
uf
Appomattox Club
W. C. A.
"Her air, her manne.
Courteous though
ANNA FOSTER
Appomattox, Virginia
Ellen Richard's Club;
, all vuho saw admired;
eoy, and cjentle tin
retired."
If being gentle and sympathetic will aid
in being a teacher, Anna will surely have
cess. She is prim, little, old-fashioned, lady-
as our great grandmothers were; but what
that the wise modern sage says, "An old
shioned girl in these days is a rare gem!"
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IRENE FOWLKES
Chatham. \'irginia
Y. \V. C. A,
;
Jefferson Debating Society ; Ath-
letic Association: Le Cercle Francais I. O. I'.;
Pittslyvania Club.
"Mischief thou arr afoot."
Your first impression of Irene is that she is
rather quiet and reserved. You soon find, how-
ever, that she is full of irrepressible fun and
badness. She is a good old sport and a true
friend.
LUCILLE FOX
Dettoville, \'irginia
Athenian Literar\- Societ\' ; \'ice President
Ruffner Debating Society; ^'.' \V. C. A.; .Athletic
Association.
"//( ^'/io planh kmJnrss, t/athcrs toi'f."
Quiet, industrious, and loved by everyone for
her good qualities, this is Lucille. You hardly
know she is present until a question is asked,
but then, as usual, the old saying holds good:
"Still \vater runs deep."
M.'\RC;ARET STRANGE FRENCH
Portsmouth, Virginia
Publicity Committee of Y. W. C. A.; \V. A.
N. K. ; Portsmouth Club; Athletic Association.
To know Margaret is indeed a great privilege.
She is quiet and reserved, perhaps a little hard to
know yet she has the interest of everybody at
heart, and scatters happiness among all with
whom she comes in contact.
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ELIZABETH GANNAWAY
Draper, Virginia
Gamma Theta, Pi Alpha; Social Service
Committee Y. W. C. A.; Ellen Richard's Club;
Epsilen Pi Theta; Jefferson Debating Societ}'.
"Bolsheviki."
"Her voice ivas ever soft, gentle, and loiu,
an excellent thing in a ivoman,"
This is why "Beth" has won so many friends
at S. N. S. Her sunny disposition has found
its wav into the hearts of us all.
MARY EILIZABETH GARNER
Garysburg, \'irginia
Pierian Literary S:ociety ; Y. W. C. A.; Ath-
letic Association.
Wherever you see this maiden, she is busy;
but nevertheless she is a good sport, and has a
good time. We know she is unselfish for have
we not shared in many a box of "eats?" Mary
seems to like royalty for nothing short of a
"King" will satisfy her.
PATTIE GARRETT
Cartersville, Virginia
Pi Kappa Omega; Chairman World Fellow-
ship Committee Y. W. C. A. ; Vice-President
Glee Club; Athletic Association; Delta; Stu-
dent Government Committee; Secretary Student
Mission Band; Guitar and Mandolin Club;
President Cunningham Literary Society.
"Al'ujays happy as she sings.
As unto our hearts much joy, she brings,
Y U\ iL'orker and teacher too.
Without her, Khat ivilt S. iV. 5. do?"
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ELLA GATES
Rice, Virginia
Glee Club; Athenian Literary Society;
Athletic Association ; Y. W. C. A. ; Ellen
Richard's Club.
If you want a good friend, choose Ella. She
is one of the generous, sympathetic and good-
natured kind. She doesn't have one friend
todav and another tomorrow. Judging from
her sweet and gentle ways, we do not predict
for her a long career as a "school ma'am."
VIRGINIA ELDRED GIBBS
Lawrenceville, Virginia
Vice-President Athletic Association '20-'21
;
Pierian Literary Society; Dramatic Club ; Glee
Club; V. \V. C. A.; Captain Junior Base-ball
Team '19-'20; Y. W. C. A.
"/ clialter, chatter as I go."
A'irginia studies when she feels like it, is
always ready for a good time and is right
there on the spot to help a pal. She's the
peppiest of peppy girls—in fact one of the
best sports in S. N. S.
DAPHNE GILLIAM
Farmville, Virginia
Pierian Literary Society; Glee Club; Social
Service Committee Y. W. C. A.; Chairman
El Circulo Espanol ; Captain Basket-Bali Team
'17-'19; Athletic Association.
"Iliippy am I from rare I'm free,
It'/iy aren't they all contented like mcf"
Daphne is one of those girls who loves to
argue with her teacher and to good advantage.
Her frankness, kindness, and jolly good nature
will ever be remembered by us all.
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JUSTINE GIBSON
Clover, Virginia
Rural Club; Hiking Club; Athletic Asso-
ciation; President Halifax Club; V. W. C. A.
;
Secretarv of Argus Literarv Societv
;
Jefferson
Society 'IS; Y. W. A.
"They say that she, too, is quiet and sliy.
But gee, if you knew lier, that yarn you'd deny
She can make you laugh 'till you nearly cry.
ETHEL GLENN
Prospect, Virginia
Publicity Committee Y. W. C. A.; Athletic
Association; Ellen Richards Club; Rural Club
"This little maid nnith eyes of blue,
Nothing seems to ail her.
Has a heart that's ever true.
Especially to her Taylor"
Ethel with her happy smile and pleasing
ways is a charming companion, a true friend
and a good sport.
AUDREY GLENN
Prospect, Virginia
Y. \V. C. A.; Athletic Asociation ; Ellen
Richards Club.
"Music hath its charms."
Indeed this is true of Audrey for pla\ing the
piano is one of her favorite pastimes. Laziness,
"nicety", and fun all characterize this jolly
companion.
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Mx'\UDE GLENN
Prospect, Virginia
World Fellowship Committee; V. W. C. A;
Athletic Association ; Cunningham Literary
Society; Ellen Richard's Cluh ; Hiking Club;
Rural Club.
Student, friend, jolly old pal—Maude is all
these combined. She has been blessed with a
head full of knowledge, a heart full o' cheer and
many warm friends. May her pot of gold at the
rainbow's end be bottomless.
REVA WILLIS GRAVES
"Hilly"
Lynchburg, Virginia
B. I. R. D. S. ; Orchestra 19-'21 ; Librarian
•19--20; Hiking Club; Mandolin and Guitar
Club ; Baseball Team ; Campus League '20-
'21; Athenian Litreary Society '19-20; Pres-
ident Athenian Literary Society '20-'21 ; Re-
ligious Committee V. W. C. A. ; Athletic
Association; Lynchburg Club.
"Neither too enreless, nor too sad.
Nor too studious, nor too e/lad."
Reva is a model girl, extreme in no charac-
teristics, and always ready to do her part,
whether it be in class work, orchestra practice,
or just having a good time. Ask "Mary" and
she will tell you Reva's future hopes.
LOU GREGORY
Ontario, Virginia
V. W. C. A. ; Athletic Asociation ; Lunen-
buri; Club; Jefferson Debating Society;
Cunningham Literary Society.
"T/iy modesty is a eandle to thy merit."
There is more truth than poetry in the above
Lou is a girl to be loved. Full of fun and high
spirited, that's Lou. Though she has some
regard for the boys, she has a tar greater love,
it seems, for the verdant campus of S. N. S.
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VIOLET GRIFFIN
\\^indsor, A'irginia
Athletic Association; V. W. C. A.; Nan-
semond Club; Isle of Wight Cluh '20; Hik-
ing Cluh.
Violet is good natured, and we all like her.
She has two very excellent qualities, determina-
tion and grit, by which we are sure she will
gain success.
JANE SX'MMERFIELD HADDON
Dinwiddie, Virginia
Rural Cluh; Athletic Association ; Y. W. C.
A.; Dinwiddie Club.
"Prrseiwrencf and honesty arc her keynotes.'
Girls, we have in mind a girl of sociability,
adaptability, affability, and capability. Jane
we predict success for you.
MILDRED LEE HALL
Norfolk, \'irginia
D. I. R. K. ; V. \V. C. A. ; Norfolk Club.
"To sec Iter one ^irould think her shy,
But she really does not deny,
That she is interested in V. P. I."
Let me tell you V. P. I. isn't the only one.
Why there's one at Norfolk, one at Suffolk—but
don't let's tell them all. They don't worry
Mildred, for she is a hard worker yet full of
fun when she wants to be.
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MARY SUE HAMMOND
Meredithville, \'irginia
Pierian Literary Society; Y. W. C. A.;
Athletic Association.
"In sili-nct' Itaih my Iwari f/roiL'n large."
You'd have to see her to know that she is
around, but if you look you'd probably find
some evidence of her efforts to help someone.
AKvavs conscientious, never failmg in her duty,
you'll certainly love her, if she will allow you
to take a "peep" at her real self.
KATHERINE HANCOCK
Scottsville, \^irginia
Athenian Literary Society; Morning Watch
Committee Y. W. C. A.; Y Store Committee;
Student Mission Band; Ellen Richard's Club;
Athletic Association ; L K. U.
Katherine is a gay, happy girl, who enjoys
life thoroughly. She takes great delight in her
\vork, and is never happier than when she is
teaching the tots in the Kindergarten. We feel
sure her life's work will be a great success.
LEONA ADELAIDE HARGRAVE
"Rooster"
Dinwiddle, Virginia
Captain Junior Basket Ball Team; Ways
and Means Committee 'W-'aO; Y. W. C. A.;
Countrv Life Committee '20-'21 ; Rural Club;
Dinwiddle Club; Athletic Association ; Server's
Tennis Club.
"Fine sense is not half so useful as common
sense."
Addie is a bright, jolly, friendly girl and
one of our stars in basket ball. In fact she is
a keen participant in all athletics, and is equally
as good in her studies, or has all the teachers
biufled.
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CECIL SCOTT HARGRAVE
Dinwiddie, Virginia
Athletic Association Cabinet; Dinwiddie
Club; Server's Tennis Club; Y. W. C. A.
"Humnny" is practical, and dependable: She
knows what she wants and goes after it without
fuss or fluster, and flies around as busv as a bee
from morn 'til night. If you need a friend go
to "Hummy". And when it comes to tennis
—
well, if you want to lose a set just play with her.
CAROLYN HARRELL
Newport Ne^vs, \'irginia
Pi Kappa Omega; Student Committee;
I. K. LT. ; Secretary Senior Class; Correspond-
ing Secretary Cunningham Literary Society;
Rufner Debating Society; Y. W. C. A.;
Athletic Association.
"Slie that teas ever fair and never proud.
Had tongue at 'will and yet was never loud."
Carolyn is one of those girls who most people
consider dignified, but consider that vast store
of knowledge she possesses. Her ability in
making lesson plans, a most unusual gift as all
of us know, has been favorably recognized by
the facultv.
PAULINE HAWKS
Church Road, Virginia
Rufner Debating Society '19-'21
; Y. W. C. A.;
Athletic Association; Dinwiddie Club.
Pauline is quiet and unassuming but as the
saying goes "Still waters run deep", so let us not
be surprised to hear some day that she has won
world wide fame.
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OTEY BROOKE HELM
Roanoke, Virginia
Pi Kappa Omega ; Corresponding Secretary
Pierian Literary Society; Y. W. C. A.; Athletic
Association; Mission Band; Roanoke Club; Se-
nior Representative Student Committee; Rural
Club; Le Cercle Francais.
"Smalt in 5taturt\ yet t<t't'n in mmJ,
.llivays endeavoriiiti to makr \^ier nj^ork
sublime."
Shy, innocent and sweet are words that best
describe Otey. At present it is hard to say
whether she will make her future home in the
quiet peaceful country, or whether she will
teach Mar\ and "John" les affaires d'amour.
MAMIE HOLLAND
Suffolk, Virginia
Cunningham Literary Society; Athletic
Association; Religious Committee '20-'21 ; Y. W
C. A. ; Nansemond Club; Delta; Rural Club;
La Cercle Francais; Z. T.
".S7/<' tliat liatli knonj-irdge sparclh her ixordi."
Every day she trips along.
In the same old easy wa\-;
Never worrying, singing a song.
For says she "Worrying does not pay."
And who does not love Mamie?
ERMA CHRISTINE HORTON
Whaleyville, Virgmia
"l'. W, C. A. ; Athletic Association ; Treas-
urer Nansemond Club '20-'21.
"Then she luoiild talk—Ye gods—
Iloiv she luonld talk!"
Erma is one of the girls from Tidewater,
Virginia, which fact you can easily detect by
the way she gazes with admiration at the
"Ponds". In spite of the fact that she seems
alwavs occupied with lesson plans, she does not
fail to get fun out of life.
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LUCYE HOWELL
Courtland, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Rural
Club; Southampton Club.
''My heart's content ni-Zien I'm in mise/iief"
Have you ever seen Lucye ? No? If you
lived on dining room hall you at least would
have heard her. Always full of "pep" and
ready to play a joke—that's Lucye.
SARAH HUGHES
Ashland, Virginia
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Mu Omega; D. I. R.
K. ; Athenian Literary Society; Leader
Cotillion Club; Y. W. C. A. Social Service
Committee '20-'21 ; Ellen Richard's Club;
Athletic Association; I. K. U.
"The brightness of Iter cheeks ivoulii shame
those stars,
.Is day-light doth a lamp: her eye in lleaTen,
Would througli the airy region stream so hright,
That birds ii-outd sing, and think it icere not
night.
That's Sarah. bright-eyed, rosy cheeked,
laughing Sarah who wins the affections of all,
and still knows when to be dignified.
CLIFFORD HUTCHESON
Boydton, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Secretary and Treasurer Ru-
ral Club; Hiking Club; Athletic Association.
A merry laugh, with seldom a frown.
Her happy laugh makes joy abound ;
To every heart she brings good cheer.
We shall surely miss 3"ou, Clifford, dear.
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LUCY IRVING
Farmville, Virginia
Rural Club; Y. W. C. A.
"There vias a little girl,
And she had a little curl—
"
\^^e can't finish this out for l^ucy because she
is one of our lovliest girls although she is the
babv of our class. She is planning to teach,
but "will she?
HELEN AMANDA JARMAN
Elkton, Virginia
Cainma Theta ; Mu Omega; D. I. R. K.
;
Athenian Literary Society; I. K. V.; Asst.
Business Manager Rotunda; Dramatic Club;
Glee Club; Owl's; Cotillion Club; Student
Government Committee '20-'21 ; Membership
Committee, Y. W. C. A. ; Promotion Committee.
Independent? Well, I should say, and yet
this trait has not hindered her from becoming
a born leader. Helen has proved that she is
capable and efficient in her work and in her
dealings with girls. She has many friends and
admirers among both facult>" and students.
ELLA JINKINS
Ashland, Virginia
Glee Club; Censor Pierian Literary Society
spring '20; Recording Secretary fall '20;
Critic Ruffner Debating Society '20 ; Treasurer
Y. W. C. A. '20-'21 ; Athletic Association;
Junior Basket Ball Team '19-'20; Ellen
Richard's Club.
"She tiath aliuays a cJteerfiil face.
An excellent thing in this 'u.'orlU."
Ella comes to S. N. S.
She says to be a teacher,
But \ve kno\v she's only bluffing.
For her ideal is a preacher.
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DORA JETT
South Boston, Virginia
Gamma Theta; Mu Omega; W. A. N. K.
;
Glee Club; Censor Athenian Literary Society,
'19-'20; Athletic Association; Membership
Committee Y. W. C. A.; Vice-President Hali-
fax Club ; F. L. D. ; U-ET-R.
"Now ivlio could be neater, or brigliter, or
sii-eeter,
Or li'/io lium a song so Jiliij/itfully Io<!.l\"
Who could help loving Dora, with her ir-
restible charm. If you have a heart which you
Avant to put in safe keeping, give it to Dora.
She is capable of holding many and breaking
none.
EARLINE JOHNSON
Columbus, Georgia
Cunningham Literary Sociey; Ellen Rich-
ard's Club; y. W. C. A. ; Athletic Association;
President Non-in-Va; Tennis Club.
"// is a friendly lieart that lias plenty of friends."
This little "Georgia Maid" has won the
hearts of many classmates and teachers. We
predict for her a oright future.
lOLA VIRGIAIA JOHNSON
Portsmouth, Virginia
Pi Kappa Omega; Editor-in-chief "Virgin-
ian"
; Student Government Committee, '20-'21
;
Treasurer of Argus Literary Society, '20; Delta;
Religious Work Committee Y. W. C. A. ; Pro-
motion Committee; Student Standards Commit-
tee; Chairman Entertainment Committee; Ath-
letic Association; Junior Basket Ball Team
Sub.; Portsmouth Club; Z. T.
"Sojne are born great, some acJiieve greatness,
and some
Have greatness thrust upon them."
"Little Willie" measures up to all three of
these standards. She was truly born great of
heart and spirit, she has achieved for herself
greatness through scholarship and service, and
has had greatness thrust upon her for her true
worth.
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JTLIA JONES
Sheppards, \'irginia
Pierian Literary Society; Ellen Richard's
Club; Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association.
"Black eyes with a <u;otidrous luilclnng charm."
So strange how some girls will make so many
acquaintances in town. Is it because of her
bright eyes or her lengthy experience at S. N. S.
that Julia is so well acquainted with the
"Bankers"?
MINOR JONES
Clifton Forge, Virginia
Sigma Sigma Sigma; W. A. N. K. ; Argus
Literary Society; Ruffner Debating Society;
Student Committee '18-'19, '20-'21 ; Chairman
World Fellowship Committee; Y. W. C.
A.; Ellen Richard's Club; Athletic Associa-
tion; Student Standard Committee, '20-'21 ; V-
ET-R.
"She has the essential attiihutes of a lady-high
veracity, delicate lionor in all her dealings,
deference to others, and refined personal habits"
She delights in doing little thoughtful things
for others and her sympathetic interest one
always feels and remembers. If Minor has a
failing it must be her deceptive demeanor.
RUTH JONES
Tazewell, Virginia
Secretary Pi Kappa Omega '20-'21 ; Treasurer
i Alpha '20-'21 ; Cunningham Literary Soci-
Recorder Point System '20-'21
;
Study Committee; Y. \V. C. A.;
Association; W. A. N. K. ; U-ET-R ;
"Precious gifts come in small packages.
Full of fun, full of pep.
Light of heart, light of step,
Verv prettv, very small,
Thus is Ruth, loved bv all
Bible
Athletic
F. L. D.
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FRANCES JORDAN
Richmond, \'irginia
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Mu Omega; D. I.
R. K. ; Censor Athenian Literary Society, '20;
Athletic Association; Cotillion Club; N. O. T.
;
Chairman Club Work Committee; Y. W. C. A.,
'20-'21 ; Property-man Dramatic Club, '20-'21 ;
Assistant Business Manager "The Virginian."
"Ifhat wonders her eyes behold.
Sometimes rnisehiet'ous, sometimes bold,
Sometimes good, sometimes bad,
Often dreamy, seldom sad."
SARAH KANE
V. W. C. A. ; Athletic Association; Jefferson
Debating Society; Ellen Richard's Club.
Impulsive—well she does act impulsively,
for instance when she bobbed her hair.
Although she came to us late, this sweet little
Senior has won many hearts at S. N. S., and
elsewhere, too, we more than suspect, for a
word to the wise is sufficient; She is taking
"Course Five."
RUTH EMMA KERNODLE
Hampden Sidney, Virginia
Rural Club; Social Service Committee; Y. W.
C. A.
"Still achieving, still pursuing."
Ruth has many friends because she belie^'es
in fair plav and because she is always cheerful.
She is an earnest, industrious student.
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STELLA MARIE LANG
Temperanceville, ^"i^ginia
Eastern Shore Cluh; Athletic Association;
y. w. c. A.
For if she will, she 'wM.
You may depfJid on it;
But if slir usont, she wont
And that's the end of it.
If yon want help and good advice, call on
Stella at anv time.
RUTH LAVENDAR
Roanoke, Virginia
Cunningham Literary Society; Jefferson De-
bating Society; Ellen Richard's Cluh; Roan-
oke Club; Athletic Association; Publicity
Committee, Y. \V. C. A. '19-'20; Finance
Committee Y. W. C. A., '20-'21.
If you want to laugh just go to class with
Ruth. Ruth is one of our prettiest and cutest
girls who has wonderful eyes, and knows how
to use them, too.
MARGARET MUNFORD LAWSON
Locklies, . irginia
Y. W. C. A.; "Y Store" Committee; Ath-
letic Association; Mission Band; Hiking
Club; President Ruffner Debating Society, '20.
"Of soul sincere, in action faithful, in honor
clear"
We know there is none like her in person or
name. She is just the kind of girl you would
like to have for a friend. When once your
friend, she is always. This is Margaret—quiet
and dignified, but alwaxs ready for a good time.
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MINNIE KATHRYN LEWIS
Lynchburg, Virginia
Pi Kappa Omega; Assistant Editor-in-cliief
"The Virginian"; Corresponding Secretary
Jefferson Debating Society '19-'20, critic '20-'21
;
Social Committee Y. W.'C. A. '20-'21 ; Pierian
Literary Society; President El Circulo Espanol
Athletic Association; Lynchburg Club; Senior
Tennis Club.
"Ouit^t luays, lo^u I'oice. lips tltat can ivait. mid
cyt's thai do not ix'ondt'r."
Kathryn's care-free disposition has been like
a ray of sunshme throughout her two years at
S. N. S. When she leaves her Alma Mater to
venture into her chosen life of service, \ve are
sure she will have a successful career.
FRANCES MAC KAN
Norfolk, Virginia
Pi Kappa Omega; Sigma Sigma Sigma; I.
a
Cercle Francais ; Dramatic Club; Glee Club;
Vice-President Cunningham Literary Society;
D. L R. K. ; U-ET-R; Secretary and Treas-
urer Norfolk Club; Cotillion Club; Publicity
Committee Y. W. C. A. ; Athletic Association.
"TIic v.-ord "impossible" is not in my dictionary"
Indeed nothing seems impossible to Frances.
She is a fine representative from Norfolk. With
her blue eyes, black hair, neat and lady-like
appearance, we are sure she win make a success
in life.
EDITH MARSHAi^L
Bedford, Virginia
Y. W. C. A. ; Jefferson Debating Societ\-
;
Ellen Richard's Club; Rural Club; Student
Mission Band.
"You can depend on her for every duly."
Here's a maid "gentle in manner, firm in
reality." Edith always looks on the bright side
of life and sympathizes with those in the dumps.
She is one of our good workers, whom we ap-
preciate greatl}".
Pat/e Sc-venty-nitie
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THELMA M. MASON
Norfolk, Virgina
V. W. C. A.; Athletic Association.
"Far may ivc seek before lue find,
J heart so f/entle and so kind."
Thelma is one of the quiet members of our
class who says little, but whose companionship
is greatly tb be desired. Her lovable and sym-
pathetic disposition has won her many lasting
friends, to whom she always remains true.
MARGARET MEARS
Melfa, Virginia
Athenian Literary Society ; Y. \V. C. A.
;
Vice-President (Spring) '20, Corresponding
Secretary (Fall) '20, Ruffner Debating Society;
President Eastern Shore Club 'l9-'20; Athletic
Association.
Margaret is one of our girls who has met
success in the training school because of the
earnestness and interest with which she ap-
proaches her work.
Though seeming quiet and dignified, she en-
in\s all the good times of a school girl.
MARGARET LUCILE McILHANY
Bluefield, West Virginia
Pi Kappa Omega; Dramatic Club; Glee
Club; Assistant Business Manager "Virginian"
'20-'21
; Chairman Social Service Committee
\'. W. C. A. '20-'21 ; Cunningham Literary
Society; Vice-Pres. El Circulo Espanol ; Ellen
Richard's Club; Server's Tennis Club; Ath-
letic Association; Student Mission Band; Blue
Ridge Club; Rural Club; Non in Va Club.
"Good nalure and good sense must ever join."
A more conscientious, capable and lovable
girl, you will scarcely find. Though she is very
much occupied with her study of Spanish, she
finds plenty of time for "French."
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MARTHA ELIZABETH MEREDITH
Petersburg, Virginia
Athletic Association; (Subject and Leaders)
Religious Work Committee, Y. W. C. A.; Ruff-
ner Debating Society; Athenian Literary Socie-
*>'
Behold an intellectual shark. She reads Latin
for pleasure, and doesn't burn any mid-night oil
doing it either We all predict for her a won-
derful future.
MARIA DOSWELL MEREDITH
Gouldin, Virginia
Cunningham Literary Society; Recording Sec-
retary Ruffner Debating Society '20; Athletic
Association; Morning Watch Committee '19-'20;
Finance Committee '20-'21 Y. W. C. A.; Vice-
President Ellen Richard's Club '20-'21.
"Thy heart is ever gay."
We think Maria will make an excellent teacher
and will be fine at marking papers—but her
greatest ambition is to "Mark-wood."
RUTH HUNTER MEYERS
Lynchburg, Virginia
Pi Kappa Omega; Lynchburg Club; Athletic
Association; Corresponding Secretary Athenian
Literary Society '20-'21 ; Y. W. C. A'.
"For knoiuledge itself is poincr."
Ruth is one of our brilliant class-mates and
pulls an A on every subject. She is a wonder,
and we are sure that success \\\\\ crown her
effort.
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MILDRED VIRGINIA MITCHELL
Victoria, Virginia
y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Hiking
Club; L. C. C; President Lunenburg Club.
".// sif//it of lliei- my gloomy soul cheers up.
My linpes revive, and gladness dawns it:itlnn
Bright and happy, and ahvays willing to help,
Mildred is just the girl one needs when in tlie
"dumps."
SARAH ELIZABETH MOORE
Pulaski, Virginia
Delta Sigma Chi; Mu Omega; Delta;
President Cotillion Club; Manager Senior Bas-
ket Ball Teain ; Athletic Association; V. W. C.
A.; N. O. T.
"A licart ever brimming over witJi fun.
A jollier person ive ne'er looked upon;
There's fun. clieer, and sympatliy all three in
her eye.
Say enough about Sarah—li'e couldn't if tve'd
try."
CLACDINE MORING
Rice, Virginia
Y. \V. C. A.
"Care lo our coffin adds a nail no doubt.
And every grin, so merry draivs one out."
"Laugh and the world laughs with you" is the
principle Claudinc follows. She has the adini-
rable quality of being able to, see the brighter
side of life, and her smiles lend a ray of sun-
shine to all about her.
"Well, it might have been worse."
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MARY ELIZABETH BERKELEY MORING
Farmville, Virginia
Pi Kappa Omega; Pres. Higli School,
Class '15-'16, '18-'19; Pres. Junior Class; Pres.
Senior Class; Secretary Ellen Richard's
Club '18-'19, President '19-'20 ; Secretary Argus
Literary Society '19-'20; Vice-Pres. '20; Assist-
ant Business Manager "Focus" '19; Business
Manager "Rotunda" '20 ; President Server's
Tennis Club '20; Student Standards Committee;
Promotion Committee ; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
'19-20; Delegate Student Volunteer Convention,
Des Moines, Iowa, '20; W. A. N. K. ; Le Cercle
Francais; Athletic Association; Z. T.
"JVhen ought is io be dotw or saiJ.
Of grave import and lueigJity,
That needs a clear and clever /lead,
We send for this young lady."
Enough cannot be said of the good (lualities
of our class president. Interested in all, al\va\s
ready to lend a helping hand, and to lirighteii
someone with her characteristic smile and kind
remarks.
Thus we have "Liz."
EVA MOSTELLA
Clarkton, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Rural Club; Hiking Club.
"Ifhat could he more beautiful titan nature's
garden, or more facinating tlian birds and
trees."
Eva is one of our rural girls wfio delights In
her agriculture and nature study as well as in
frequent outings in the country.
VIRGINIA NELSON
Nelson, Virginia
Chairman Country Life Committee '20-'21
;
Y. W. C. A. ; Publicity Committee '19-'20
Mecklenburg Club; Chairman Membership
Committee Rural Life Club '20-'21 ; Athletic
Association.
"Give to the icorld the best you have, and the
best will come back to you."
This is just exactly what Virginia does. She
is always ready to lend a helping hand to any
school activity, and when Virginia takes hold of
things you can depend on their being well done.
Here's luck to you, Virginia.
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MARY NICHOLS
Petersburg, Virginia
Pi Kappa Omega; Argus Literary Society;
Literary Editor "The Virginian" ; Religious
Committee Y. W. C. A.; Le Cercle Francais
;
Reporter EI Circulo Espanol ; Junior Auxilliary;
Hiking Club; Dinwiddie Club; Z. T.
"Still they gazed, and still the wonder //rew,
That one small head, eould carry all she knew."
Small of stature is Mary, but oh, her dignity.
She is as true as steel to her ideals and conscien-
tious scruples, and her heart is pure.
Accommodating—well we should say so. There
is not a member of our class who is more willing
tn help a friend in need.
GRACE OAKES
Whitmell, Virginia
Student Mission Band; Athletic Association;
^'. \V. C. A. ; Hiking Club; Secretary—Treas-
urer Pittsylvania Club; Rural Club.
"For good or ill, she is today what she was yes-
terday and will remain tomorrow."
Grace is a very industrious girl and can
always be relied upon to do what she sets out to
do. The above motto well characterizes Grace.
We wish her all happiness in the future.
SALLIE PAGE OBENSHAIN
Buchanan, Virginia
Cunningham Literary Society; Jefferson De-
bating Society; Y, \V. C. A.; Secretary Ellen
Richard's Club; Z. T.
Do you know Sallie? I have it exactly, for
these words describe her: she is digni6cd, neat,
witty, clever, cute, moody, and a little bit of a
pessimist. Some day she is going to be the dis
tinguished Domestic Art
S. N. S.
nd Science Alumna of
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MILDERED OBRIEN
Appomatox, Virginia
Student Go\'ernment Committee '20 ; \'ice-
President Pierian Literary Society '19, Treas-
urer '20 ; Recording Secretary Jefferson Debating
Societv '19; Religious Committee '19, and Pub-
licity Committee '20, V. W. C. A.; Rural Club
'20; Secretary Appomatox Club '19.
"The secret of being lovely is bcinij unselfis/i."
Well, she is knoWi'n as one upon whom you can
always depend. Though she leaves us when the
snow is yet on the campus, she takes with her
the love of her class-mates and the esteem of her
Alma Mater.
MAY ELLEN PARKER
W'alersville, Virginia
Pierian Literarv Societv; President Nanse-
mond Club; Y. W. C. A.
\^^henever May Ellen appears the crowd be-
gins to brighten up. This jolly and happy-go-
lucky girl is always optimistic. May Ellen gets
along well w'ithout studying hard enough to
ruin her disposition.
RUBY PAULETTE
Scottsville, Virginia
Pi Kappa Omega; Vice-President Athenian
Literary Society; Ellen Richard's Club; Bible
Studv Committee; Athletic Association; Y. \V.
A.
"./ /leart full of yearning,
And a mind full of learning."
One's first impressions of Ruby are these,
neatness and calmness. Her hair is always
smooth her blouse is alway dainty, and her
countenance unruffled.
Ruby is one of those efficient people who does
not stir up much dust but accomplishes things.
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ALICE PONTON
Ontario, Virginia
Y. W. C. A. ; Y. W. A.
"Her manner quiet and refined."
Alice is very bright and alert. Her lovely
quiet voice, her intelligence, and her progressive
ideas are hound to bring her success. No matter
what she may undertake in the future she will
make a success of it.
SARAH MAUDE PORTER
Portsmouth, Virginia
CJamma Theta ; Delta; Secretary Athenian
Literary; Finance Committee Y. \\\ C. A.;
Athletic Association; L K. I'.; President
Portsmouth Club; F. L. D.
"S/ie is yentle, slie is sJty,
But there's mischief in her eye."
If ever a fairy tripped with lighter step or
spring we'd like to have seen her. Sarah's
golden bobbed head and merry laugh have won
main, man\- friends among her classmates.
EVA RUTTER POWERS
Northwest, Virginia
Pierian Literary Society; Y. W. C. A.; Ru-
ral Club; Athletic Association ; Norfolk Club;
Y. W. A.
"Sometimes I just set and think,
.hid sometimes I just set."
Eva is one of those quiet and reserved girls
who is hard to know, but after you know her
she is a true friend and she has a store of hu-
mor which makes her a very delightful com-
panion.
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ALICE PRESSON
Dendron Virginia
Pi Alpha; W. A. N. K. ; Rural
World Fellowship Com. '20 V. W. C. A.
;
Club;
Ath-
letic Association.
".-/ /tiffh color blooms on her clicek,
And tliey fairly radiate the ]oy of li<i'in{//'
Alice is good-natured and so a great favorite.
We are ahva\'s cheered hv her optimistic view of
life.
MARY CEPHAS PRUDEN
Suffolk, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Secretary
Nansemond Club •20-'21
; Rural Life Club.
"It's ^-iser heiiie/ good than had,
It's safer being meek than fierce,"
Behold a perfectly calm and sane young wo-
man. There's no foolishness about Marv.
Oi
EVA TAPELLE PRUDEN
Suffolk, Virginia
. C. A. ; Membership Committee; Libra-
chestra; Nansemond Club; Rural Life
Club.
"Silence is a great peace-maker^
Among the quiet, unassuming girls of the class
is Tapelle. Nevertheless she can surely play a
violin, and we all shall remember her as a mem-
ber of the orchestra.
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BESSIE PUGH
Madisonville. Virginia
Publicitv Com. V. \V. C. A. ; Appomatox
Club; Rural Club; Ellen Richard's Club.
Here is "Bess", that mischievous, little light-
haired girl with those big brow.n eyes.
Seeming to some calm and diginfied, and she
is in fact different when in the presence of gay
companions.
MARY RICE
Earmville, Virginia
".-/ merry heart makiili a (hrcrful loiintenancc."
She belongs to that small class of people who
are known as true optimists, who laugh away
their fears. Mary's laugh is like spontaneous
combustion, and is as catching as the measles.
She is very studious and especially shines in
History ( ?}.
HETTIE RICHARDSON
Farm\ illc, V rginia
Delta Sij^ma Chi
;
Mu O nega; ^ . W. C. A.;
Athletic Association Cotillion Cluh
"Fair as a star i.i-lu-7 o„ly onr IS sin niiiff in t/,(
sky."
Who s this quiet md (la ntv little Senic r vho
lives in town ? That is Hettie. She ten
comes c o\vn to the Norma 1 School and shmes
like a h right star, but she' , aUvays glad to get
Homer c;inn."
I'ai/f r.ii/hty-eiriht
NELLIE MOORE ROBERTSON
Sprout Spring, Virginia
Cunningham Literary Society; Rural Com-
mittee Y. W. C. A.; Business Manager Athletic
Association '19-'20 ; Ellen Richard's Club;
Campus Leagus '19-'20 ; Vice-President I. K. V.
'20-'21
; Appomatox Club.
'•ff'e Ik'e not for ourselves, hut for others.*'
Vou may be sure that once Nellie is your friend,
she is your friend forever. Her generosity,
kindness, and willingness to lend a helping
hand wiherever needed show her daily motto is
the above. She is strong true, sincere, and in-
dependent.
FLORENCE ELIZABETH ROrNDTREY
Oaklette, Virginia
Athletic Association ; Y. W. C. A. ; Norfolk
Club; Ruffin Debating Club; Pierian Literary
Society.
How very true one is when she says, "Florence
is an awfully nice girl". She takes being imposed
upon in the calmest manner, and never seems
angry. She is quiet, but beneath her reserve
there is great ambition, a busy brain and a
heart as true as steel. Her only fault is that
she worries too much about tomorrow.
WELBY SAUNDERS
Lynchburg, Virginia
W. A. N. K.; B. I. R. D. S. ; Recording
Secretary Cunningham Literary Society '20-'21
;
Y. W. C. A.; Membership Committee; Hiking
Club; Athletic Association; Lynchburg Club.
"She could on either side dispute
Confute, change hands and still confute."
Welby is small in size—but in size only. Have
you ever seen her with a "furious mad" on?
Well, her madness is an agreeable one. Welby
is a fine old girl. What she says may be de-
pended upon. She is a splendid little worker
and a dandy sport.
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IDA SAVILLE
Murat, Virginia
Athletic Association; Ellen Richard's Club;
Bible Study Committee Y. W. C. A.
This dear girl from the mountains,
Full of laughter and cheer;
May her life be a bright one
And guide many a mountaineer.
Her dimple is made by a smile,
Not a shadow it seems to cast,
May she meet in life with all that's worth while.
And make her goal at last.
DOROTHY SCHAEFER
Lynchburg, Virgina
Vice-President Y. W. C. A. '20-'21 ; Social
Committee, '19-'20; S:econd Vice-President Ar-
gus Literary Societv; Lieutenant Hiking Club,
'19-'20; Captain Hiking Club; W. A. N. K.
;
Glee Club; Lvnchburg Club; Mandolin and
Guitar Club; Cotillion Club; B-I-R-D-S.
"Dot"
Don't worry about your work. Do \vhat yoc
can, let the rest go. and smile all the time.
"What is that bunch laughing at over there?
It is only Dot Schaefer and her humor."
There seems to be one particular friend among
many here. Mention the Training School and
watch her e\es flash.
LOUISE SCOTT
Deltaville Virginia
Y. W. C. A. Publicity Committee '20-'21
Athletic Association, Hiking Club; Mandolin
and Guitar Club; Glee Club; Ruffner Debating
Society; Glocester and Mathews Club—'19-'20.
"Love, siueetness, goodness, in her person s/ioius."
Louise, though better known to us as '"Scott"
is one of those lovable girls with whom it is a
pleasure to be. She is the soul of wit and
humor and we would recommend her as a good
cure for the blues.
Pnge Ninety
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LILA SINCLAIR
Nexara, Virginia
Pierian Literary Society; Rural Cluh; Rug-
ner Debating Society; Y. W. C. A.; Athletic
Association.
''Slie knoivs ivJiat slie knot's, iv/u'n s/w kno'ivs it.*'
She has an opinion of her own. nor does she
fail to express it on most occasions For her
franliness and sincerity she is greatly admired
hv manv friends at S. N. S.
HELEN SKILLMAN
Ashland, Virginia
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Cotillion Club; Rural
Club; Student Government Committee; Athe-
nian Literary Society; Editor-in-chief "The Ro-
tunda"; Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Or-
chestra; U-Et-R.
".:/ smile for all, a greeting glad,
An amiable, jolly ivay slie had.''
There is not another young lady at S. N. S.
with a sweeter disposition and pleasanter smile
than Helen—And that isn't all. She is also one
of the busiest little persons one can find. Work?
Well we will always remember her as editor
of "The Rotunda".
THEO SMITH
Hampden Sidney, Virginia
Athletic Association ; Y. W. C. A. ; Jefferson
Debating Society; Ellen Richard's Club.
"Happy am I, from care I'm free;
ir/iy aren't t/iey all contented like mef"
Here is another quiet, dignified Senior girl.
Though small in stature, she always says exactly
what she thinks.
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MILDRED SOMERS
Bloxom, Virginia
President Eastern Shore Club; Athletic Asso-
iation; Rural Life Club; Y. W. C. A.
-/ hiuslnng bride with short boxed liair
I i/raceful form, a face so fair,
There's fun and mischief in her eye,
.hid still we find her quiet and shy."
EMMA SQUIRE
Emporia, \'irginia
Cunningham Literarv Societv; Glee Club;
Y. W. C. A.
Emma is a neat, quiet, modest, and very at-
tractive senior, who has won the hearts and
sincere love of all her friends. We wish her a
happy aiul successful future.
MANIE ST. JOHN
Cullen, Virginia
Atliletic Association; Rural Club; Y.
A.; Glee Club.
"True to herself.
True to Iter friends,
True to her duty aliuays."
Manie is a modest student. She
studies her lessons well, and if she does
tiling as conscientiously, she will always s
always
every-
ucceed.
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MARIE SUTTON
Sandidges, Virginia
Cunningham Literary Society; Y. W. C. A.;
Athletic Association
;
Jefferson Society.
Marie impresses one as being calm and dig-
nified. She's always there waiting calmly while
the rest come tumbling in. She can always
answer something when called upon in class in
the same calm manner.
KATHRYN THOMPSON
Warrenton, Virginia
Gamma Theta; Pan Hellenic representative;
Y. W. C. A.; W-A-N-K; Argus Literary
Society, Corresponding Secretary, 1920 ; Ath-
letic Association; U-Et-R; Senior Tennis Club;
F. L. D.
'"/}nd cloudy tlie day or stormy the nit/hi,
Till' sky of her heart is ativays bright."
Kathryn is one of those independent, care
free girls who captures the hearts of all. She
is a loyal friend. May she spread as much joy
always as she has at S. N. S.
MARY VIRGINIA THRIFT
Dinwiddie Virginia
Athletic Association
; Rural Club; Y. W. (
A.; Dinwiddie Club.
"Subtle iviles are in her smiles.
To set the luorld a nvooini/.''
Now you may think Virgie is shy, but that
where looks deceive, for if you reall\' knew ho
often she visits the parlor, you would wonder.
I'lii/e SntPty-three
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MARGARET TRAYLOR
Richmond, A^irglnia
Treasurer Senior Class; Secretary and Treas-
urer Athletic Association; Athenian Literary
Societ\" ; Social Service Committee V. W. C. A.
Hiking Club.
"Of all ihc sunbeams that did ever s/iinr,
The very siveelest liath to itiee been giveii."
Margaret's enthusiasm as a keen participant
in sports may be excelled only by her popularity
among her classmates, ^vho have recognized her
abilitv in man\- \vavs.
MILDRED JACKSON TRENT
Appomattox, Virginia
Pierian Literarv Societv; Puhlicitv Commit-
tee Y. W. C. A.;' Ellen Richard's Club; Ath-
letic Association; Appomattox Club; Mando-
lin and Guitar Club.
"O. Mildred, will: your eyes so blue,
A-lookintj merry at me, too,
It's the S07U/S ye sitig an' ttie smiles ye nvear,
Tliat's a-makin' the sunshine ei'eryiuhere."
Sweet, dignified, and lovable a good student
and a good comrade—in Mildred all of these
(jualities are found.
HELEN TREVILLLW
Ark, Virginia
Athletic Association; Rural Club; Y. W.
C. A.; Hiking Team-Lieutenant; Senior Bas-
ket Ball Team.
"Fleet of fool, and keen of mind,
Characteristiees of Helen you'll find."
V^'ho is this Senior who has won everlasting
fame on the Athletic field? Helen, a basket ball
star on the Senior teain, a good friend as weli
as a gooil sport.
I'age Mnely-Unir
VIRGINIA ELIZABETH TROTTER
Lawrenceville, Virginia
Mu Omega; D. I. R. K. ; Server's Tennis
Club; U-Et-R; F. L. D. ; Athletic Associa-
tion; Cotillion Club; Y. W. C. A.
"Lift' 'without latLghini/ is a dreary blank."
Virginia fills her life with ever ready smiles
which endear her to all her friends. May she
be able to laugh her way through life.
\\'
ANNIE DAVIS TUNE
Ingram, ^^irginia
C. A.; Athletic Association; Rural
Club; Halifax Club; Ellen Richard's Club.
Annie is one of those quiet and demure girls
who does a lot without saying much. Those
who are fortunate enough to know her, appre-
ciate her kind and sweet disposition.
LOUISE CREWS TUNE
Ingram, A^irginia
Sub-Chairman Country Life Committee ; Y.
W. C. A. '20-'21; Publicity Committee '19-'20;
Rural Club; Secretary-Treasurer Halifax Club;
Athletic Association.
"Of softest manner, unaffected mind.
Lover of peace, a friend of human kijtd.*'
The better you know Louise, the more you can
appreciate her jolly disposition. She is a girl
to he called upon where there is work to be done
and the laborers are few.
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DELMA NEAL VAN SICKLER
Roanoke, Virginia
President Athletic Association '20-'21 ; Presi-
dent Jefferson Debating Society '20-'21 ; Vice
President Mandolin Guitar Club; Cunningham
Literary Society; Captain Senior Basket Ball
Team;" Server's Tennis Club '19-'21 ; Religious
Committee Y. W. C. A., Promotion Committee;
Orchestra '19-'20.
"Ilanii sorrow; rare will kill a rat."
Behold in this all important personage one of
the smallest members of our class, a good sport
and an authority on basket ball. May she al-
ways be as true to her ideals and loyal to hel
friends as she has been to S. N. S.
JACQUELINE VENABLE
Jac"
FarmviUe, Virginia
Gamma Theta ; Pi Alpha; W. A. N. K.
;
Athenian Literary Society; Cotillion Club;
I. K. U.; 'K";' 0^vls; V. W. C. A.
"Nr'vrr a worry, never a care
Nolliing on earth that she wouldn't dare,
Blue are her eyes, bobbed is her hair,
Happy and cheerful no matter where."
Thus is "Jac" of our Senior Class,
Ne'er could we find sae bonnie a lass!
!
ANNA VRIES
Petersburg, Virginia
Pi Kappa Omega; Sec. Y. W. C. A. '20-'21
;
.\rt Editor \'irginian '21; Critic Argus Literary
Society '19-'21 ; Alumnae Committee, Y. W. C.
A. '19-'20; Athletic Association.
"The will to do
The soul to dare."
This little girl from the "land of \yindmills
and wooden shoes" has won many friends in
our midst. Her many abilities and winsorne
personality insure her a successful future in
yWhatever she may be.
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VIRGIE WADE
Franklin, Virginia
Athletic Association ; Membership Committee
V. W. C. A.; Hiliing Club.
"The mildest manner and the yentlest lieart."
Virgie is one of those girls \vho is interested
in almost every phase of school life. She shows
a great deal of enthusiasm in all forms of ath-
letics. No matter how early the hour she is
always willing to join the hiking party.
LORIE MAE WALKER
Bedford, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Hiking
Club.
"Her heart is ever true and full of fun.
She laughs 'til the day is done."
Who has said "The world loves a merry
heart?" Indeed we find a combination of mer-
rlness, happiness and \vinsomeness in Lorie.
Best of all, she reflects this on others too.
LOUISE WATKINS
Windsor, A^irginia
V. W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Isle of
Wight Club; Hiking Club.
"Do your ivork and do it well,
It is as good a rule as tongue can tell."
This is ever practised by that dignified senior,
Louise. She never fails to study her lessons.
By her quiet disposition, she has made a host
of friends, who wish her all success in the
future.
Fiuie Stnety-se
ADDIE MAE WELLS
Boydton, Virginia
y. W. C. A.; Athletic Association; Hiking
Club; Basket Ball Team '20-'21 ; Rural Club;
Mecklenberg Club; Mission Band.
"Hers IS tJic briglitest of sioeet facts,
Brijiging sunsJiine io all sad places.*'
Addie is an all-round sport, and \vhen it
comes to athletics, she is a star. Her sincerity
and witty remarks have won her a host of
friends who will e'er be true to her.
DOROTHY WELLS
Farmville, Virginia
^'. W. C. A.; Junior Basket Ball Team;
Athletic Association.
"The diamond is by many monarchs ivoru,
i-'air is the star that ushers in tJie morn.'*
Look on "Dot's" left hand and the above will
easily be explained. She seems to run to "D's"
—
such as diamond and Dodge. Ho^vever, she is
interested in school activities too and her class-
mates will alwavs remember her work on the
junior Basket Ball Team.
CONSTANCE WHITLOCK
Tobaccoville, Virginia
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Pi Alpha;
Athenian Literarv Societv ; Y.
Leader Cotillion Club; High Scho
mittee; Athletic Association.
"Ker (firlish face,
.Ili{///t ivit/i lo've and tender {/rtue."
Perhaps Constance's ability for making friends
lies in this: "The way to gain a friend is to be
one." H you don't believe it just intiuire at
Hampden Sidney and Blackstone.
D. L R. K.:W C. A.
nl Club Com-
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EDNA MAY WILKINSON
Holdcraft, Virginia
Y. W. C. A.; Ellen Richard's riiih.
Edna May is indeed an intellectual girl, and
when she begins a task, she sees it to a finish.
The only puzzling fact concerning her is- - -
Why did she insist upon pursuing the studies of
Course V when she is so bitterly opposed to
matrimony ?
m$M
RUTH WILLAN
Norfolk, Virginia
Athletic Association '19-'20; Y
•l9-'20.
W. C. A.
i:oiks, and plays ic/iilr slicIVorks while slu
plays."
One of the best all-round girls you will find
is Ruth ; and one who faithfully carries out
the above admonition.
LOIS WILLIAMS
Portsmouth, Virginia \
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Cunningham Literary
Society; Dramatic Club; D. I. R. K. ; Le
Cercle Francais ; Social Service Committee
Y. W. C. A.; U-Et-R; Athletic Association;
Portsmouth Club.
"H'e can't find words to express
Our feelintj for one so dear;
Hoive'ver, we are all quite certain,
S/ie will ever bring joy and direr."
As for Lois's dramatic ability—all we need io
sav about that is "Partie",
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EDITH WILLIAMSON
Clifton Forge, Virginia
"Ilapi<y lo lird happy to rise,
'Tis l/iis that jnakes Iter so wise."
Some people have an active hobby, as does
Edith. Basket ball puts p-e-p into her where
she has certainly starred on the field. She is a
fine old girl, a good teacher, a good student, a
good sport, friendly, particular, and independent.
VIOLETTA WILSON
Newport News, Virginia
V. W. C. A.; I. K. r.. Hiking Club;
Treasurer of Ruffner Debating Society; Cam-
pus League '20 ; Athletic Association ; Ser-
ver's '19.
"Don't hotlier me—/ ttave no care,
I'm in for miscliief—no matter wliere."
Speaking of fun ! ! ! She is brimming over
with it. It takes \ioletta to drive the hhies
ELIZABETH CARLISLE WOODWARD
Clifton Forge, A'irginia
Pi Alpha; Treasurer, Student Committee;
W. A. N. K.; Y. W. C. A.; Athletic Asso-
ciation ; Z. T.
"There's a deal of deviltry beneath this mild
exterior."
Lib is a good sport and most attractive girl.
She is a staunch, true, loyal friend and makes
many friends wherever she goes by her good
n.Tture and winsome smile.
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HELEN WOOLFOLK
Thornhill, ^^irginia
Athletic Assoicat
Club; Secretar
nn; Rur
-TreasLir
Y. W. C. A.;
Club; Hiking
Orange Club.
"For she is luise if I can judge of Iter and.
Fair site is if that mine eyes he true."
Helen is one of those conscientious unselfish
persons who is loved by all who know her. She
Club; Hiking Club; Secretary-Treasurer Orange
Club.
CORALIE WOOLRH^GE
Amburg, Virginia
Y. W. C. A. Publicity Com. '20-'21 ; Corres-
ponding Secretary RufFner Society '19-'20; Ath-
letic Association; Hiking Club.
"For ivhat she saith, ye may it trust.
As if by turitirifj sealed <iL'ere.
And -virtues has she many more
Than I i^ith pen hath skill to show."
We all love to call her friend for she is a
true one. She is known as a girl to be depended
upon. Coralie has the marked characteristics
that go a long way toward making a success in
life, and we believe she will reflect honor on her
Alma Mater.
BARTA WORRELL
Hopewell, Virginia
Pierian Literary, Society; Glee Club; Social
Service Committee Y. W. C. A. ; Athletic As-
sociation ; Prince George Club.
Barta possesses one trait which so many of us
lack good, hard common sense. She is in-
dustrious and one whom _\ou can ahvays de-
pend upon. She generall\' knows some of her
lessons and can bluff through the rest beautifully.
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CELESTIA WRIGHT
Lovingston, Virginia
Rural Club; Y. W. C. A.; Athenian Liter-
ary Society.
"A'ho>ic« by feii: hut prized as far as knoixn."
Celestia is one of our neat, quiet, modest,
refined seniors. Because of her calm disposition
and gentle manner she is very much admired.
THELMA YOST
Roanoke, Virginia
Vice-President Senior Class; President Ellen
Richard's Club, '20-'21 ; Financial Committee
Y. W. C. A.; W. A. N. K. ; Cunningham
Literary Society; Student Standards Committee
Athletic Association; Assistant Art Editor,
"The Virginian" ; Roanoke Club. Z. T.
"Tin- fairies early eiidoived Iter
With a ricli gift and rare
;
They, fluttering o'er her cradle,
Left a box of colors tliere."
Original talented, and sociable, these
thinks it a
of Thelma. The clas:
ilege to have her as a me
are th
of '2
iber.
PEARL YOUNG
Farmville, Virginia
c;iee Club: Y. W. C. A.
"./ dillar. a dollar.
.1 ten o'clock scholar."
Pearl, a town girl, does not have bells, ever-
lasting bells, to give her a start in the bright
early morning. Thus she answers "present"
about ten A. M. Yet somehow manages to pull
all A's?
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T was on a warm September clay that we stepped from the
train with our hands full of suitcases and our eyes full of
cinders. Girls, girls, we had never seen so many, and such
jiretty ones, before. We began to wonder if we had stepped
off the train into the school building itself. However, we
were wrong in this supposition, for when we left behind the
chatter and began to ascend what might have been a mountain
for all the loss of breath it caused, we found that what Ave
had left was merely a station and not the school at all.
\\ hen we reached the school, we saw even more girls than we had seen at
the station. Surely all of the girls in the United States were gathered at
Farmville. W'e were cjuickly ushered into Room J. It was in this room that
we learned our first lesson in patience. It was with a look of expectancy
on our face that we first entered, and we tried to look cool and unconcerned
while our pulses raced madly. We chatted gaily as we waited to see what
would happen. Nothing happened. The minutes now began to drag, the
shoulders to droop, the faces lost tlicir eagnerness, conversation ceased.
Sighs of weariness -were heard o\er the room. Our one and only consola-
tion was that, in waiting, we had plenty of company.
The first few days at S. N. S. will never be forgotten by us. It was
during this time that we learned the way from Miss Jennie's office to the
Business office without turning at least three corners.
Then followed some days during which we began to doubt seriously
the wisdom of the person who first began the boarding school. Then it was
that our thoughts were turned toward home. When our classes began, we
forgot our sorrows in wildly dashing from the East to the West Wing of
the building, trying in the short five minutes between bells, to find the room
which someone said was "just around the corner."
It did not take us long to become adjusted to the new conditions, and
in time we were organized as the Junior Class, with Elizabeth Moring as our
President, and Mrs. Bretnal as our Junior Man. With the latter as our
sympathetic and interested guide, we planned many things.
When Thanksgiving Day came, we were quite ready for something as
exciting as the basketball game. To show the Seniors something of our
strength, we lined up, and marched down to the field. There seemed to be
an endless chain of us with our colors flying in all directions. How we
did chuckle to ourselves as we saw the expression of helpnessness on the
faces of the Seniors when they looked at us. We did not feel quite so gay
when we left the field, for the Seniors were the victors, but we tried to be
good losers and hoped to do better in the future.
There came a day when all of us went around with a broad smile on
our faces. If we danced instead of walked, we were not responsible, for,
on that very day. Dr. Jarman told us that our Christmas holidays were to
be extended. Never was there such tumultous happiness among a group of
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girls as on that day. Literal shouts of joy shuwcd the complete satisfaction
that this announcement produced. It was with a feeling" of unbounded joy
that our voices rose in the singing of "A\'hat's the Matter with Jarman."
When Field Day came, we were again fuund in high spirits. This was
the day the Juniors walked away with the honors. Perhaps the Seniors
could play basketball but the Juniors could win laurels on the athletic field.
As a fitting climax of our Junior year our dream of the possession of the
sparkling Athletic Loving Cup was realized. It would be rather a delicate
task to describe the innernmst feelings of the two hundred fifty Juniors
when Dr. Jarman ]>resented this symbol of championship to our Class. It
was the first time in the history of S. N. S. that a Loving Cup had been
presented to any class. The Class of 1920 has the distinction, therefore,
of being the first class to ha\-e its name engraved upon its smooth surface,
and our colors were the first to wave from its handle.
Soon commencement days were with us. W'e felt rather out of place
among the busy Seniors who looked so important and self-satisfied. We
wondered if the day would ever come when we, too, would get a diploma.
Though we could scarcely believe it, the fall of 1920 came only too soon
—and we were Seniors at last. It took us sometime to realize this, but when
we were organized with Elizabeth Moring again as our able President, and
Miss Munoz as our Senior Man, we began to feel like real Seniors. To be
a Senior was splendid, but thoughts of the Training School made us most
uncomfortable. Try as we could to avoid it, the day came when we went
over there with slow steps, hoping that all of the children would play hookey
that dav. but of course, all were present. W'e gathered together, bit by bit.
all of the dignit^ we possessed, and with our bravest and most cheering
smile walked in to meet the children. In time, we learned to make in-
audible the knocking of our knees, and ended by saying, "The Training
School isn't so dreadful after all."
As Seniors, we were more successful as basketball players, for on
Thanksgiving Day of 1920, we won the game.
When Christmas time was near, we again tried to use our charms upon
Dr. Jarman, but although, we put up our strongest arguments, he could not
be brought to "see our points." He did, however, allow us one extra day
for which we were grateful.
The Spring term came before we realized it, and soon our preparations
for leaving' our Alma Mater began.
Now that commencement time is here, we forget the uni)leasant and
think only of the pleasant part of our school life. Commencement day
approaches. It is not evening, but dawn. Our daily round of school lessons
is over, but not indeed our daily lessons of real life. W^e stand at the dawn
of a new day, ready to master our tasks with no helping hand but that of
stern experience to guide us. We commence in truth our real work of
service to the world. May we so strengthen and rebuild the structure upon
which our education is placed, that we may some day be worthy of the
school that now sends us forth.
—Class Historian.
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Comrades. 'Tis hard to say adieu.
The primrose iiath 'v\e fain would tread,
That lingers in the morning dew
:
And tarries by the ri\'er head.
But throui^h the gate, and up the hill
W e now must go, we cannot stay.
The flowers ma\' l)e blooming still
Beside the path that marks our way.
And should we not shed idle tears,
To find our youth so fleet a thing?
Ah no ! For there are other years
That ma}' a golden har\'est bring.
But comrades e'en if we would stay
The shadows fall, the nnsts arise:
The curtain sinks on yesterday
It sinks before our verv eyes.
Then we should turn and k^ok ahead,
And L.o ! ! Before us -we can see
A million paths, and on they spread.
Upward and on eternally.
Then through the gate and uj) the hill
!
For just a while we say adieu !
And choose our path. Let come what will,
^^'e'll play the game until it's through.
—Marj' Bocock.
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"Shucks!" whined Jeiin\- ^lae, "I'm tired of phiying bears. Can't you
think of something else, Aunt Dorothy?
I was at my wit's end. How could I amuse the children on this rainy
day? Then 1 remembered how I, as a child, used to enjoy Nisitiiig the attic
and rummaging thru the ohl trunks, and seeing the queer hats and dresses
of long ago.
"How would vou like to go up in the attic and look thru grandmother's
trunk?" I said, delighted with the idea myself.
"Fine!" shouted the children in one breath. Then, uii the old attic stairs
we scrambled, and began our search thiu the trunks.
"What is this?" asked Jenny ]\Iae, handing me what seemed to be an
ordinary pair of opera glasses.
"These are opera glasses" I said, initting them to my eyes. But they
were decidedly different fnmi any I had ever seen before; for instead of
seeing objects close at hand, I saw the bright lights of Broadwa\'. ami there
flashed before me a large electrical sign
—
"Sara Andrews." Sure enough,
Sara was the leading lady in a musical comedj^ and co-starring with Sara
were Jane Bacon, Aileen Chambers, Katherine Cralle, Elizabeth Crenshaw,
and Lucile Fox. The audience was urged not to leave since there was still
another number on the program—a superb singer, Pattie Garrett.
The bright lights faded, and there appeared an enormous school for boys.
Which one of my classmates would be here? It was there that I saw a neat
little lady—Reva Graves—with her hair beautifully curled, teaching the
young men how to tat. They sat around her with the most adoring looks,
while she explained fully each step involved.
Next, I saw the campus of V. P. I. and. strolling lazily along the walks,
were Mildred Hall and Constance \\'hitlock. They had become so attached
to the place during their school days, that each had married a professor, and
now seemed well satisfied.
The campus vanished and I saw a large orphan asylum -with Lucile
and Myrtle Chappell at its head. Their assistants were ]^Iary Bolen, Kathleen
Bristow, Louise Doyle and Mar}' Easley, all of whom were beloved by the
children.
Susie Booker had such good practice in managing big undertakings
while getting out the Virginian, that she was put in charge of a popular
boys' school in Philadelphia. She had excelent teachers, having chosen them
herself. There was Elinor Dameron who taught vocal ; A'irginia Bouldin,
physical education; Blanche Conwell, reading; and Maria Meredith, cooking.
And now I saw dear S. N. S. It was the same from the outside, but
had undergone some changes within. There were several girls who had
returned, for I saw Ella Jinkins teaching her domestic science pupils how
to cook light bread without heating it, so it could be easih' cut when done.
Who is the sad looking lady attending to the aflfairs of the school? Miss
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Mary gave up the job, it ha\iiig" become too much for her, and Dora Jett
had kindly offered to take her place.
On the outskirts of Farmville, almost hidden by a big- straw hat, I saw
Sallie Barksdale weeding- her cabbage patch. The kitchen door of the house
opened and there appeared Sarah Moore. They could not be separated and
when Sallie felt it her duty to raise cabbages for the Nomial School, Sarah
thought it her duty to help also.
There were several noble ladies who. ha\ing felt the need of satisfactory
shopping centers when in Farmyille were philanthropic enough to go into
the mercantile business so that all future students of this institution of
learning could enjoy the shopping advantages known to larger cities. These
noble women were Pearle Young, Jacqueline X'enable, ]\Iary Rice. Lucy
Irving, Daphne Gilliam, and Anne Bullock.
What was this next sight which greeted my eyes? Who the running
figure and who the one pursuing? Looking more intently at them, I per-
ceived Elizabeth Meredith, who on a bet was making a trip around the
world in three days, and the figure, bringing up the rear, was Edith Carr
who was urged to go along with her and sing, to incite Elizabeth to faster
speed.
Just as I was leaving Farm\illc, I perceived a cloud of dust moving
rapidly down the road. Who was at the head of the strange procession?
As it came closer I recognized Mary Derieux,, and behind her came cats of
all description. When I inquired the reason for this, I was informed that
Mary was a cat doctor, and instead of receiving her M. D. degree, she re-
ceived her C. D. degree. All the cats, which she had cured, now fol-
lowed her footsteps wherever she went. Of course, there were nurses who
aided Mary in this great undertaking, Edith Marshall, Ruth Kernodle. Lucy
Howell, Clifford Hutchesson, Jane Haddon, Mary Sue Hammond, and Alice
Ponton.
Next, I saw Sue Brown dressed in the becoming black of a widow.
She was surrounded by suitors galore. Sue said that as a general rule, widows
should not marry the second time, but, as she learned from French verbs
that there were exceptions to all rules, she was contemplating a second
venture.
The scene rapidly changed to a busy street corner in Washington, where
some leader was boosting the Democratic nominee. If he were to win, he
had to have an energetic cheer leader, and so Virginia Gibbs was voted upon
unanimously. It was she who was conducting the campaign, and in the
crowd were Margaret Mears, Ida Saville, Hettie Richardson, Lelia Burrow,
and Ruth Cutts, Elizabeth Ganaway, Sara Hughes, Minor Jones, Kathryn
Thompson, Ruth Lavendar, and Eva Powers.
I peeped into the Capitol, and there directing the affairs of the nation
sat Mamie Nichols. This was not surprising as Mamie had shown such
interest in civics. Perhaps Mr. Lear was the inspiration for her present
position. In the Senate were Nellie Robertson and Helen Skillman, con-
ducting a heated argument on which way a street should run.
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In the Supreme Court sat a Judge whom I did not recognize, but he
had as his assistant Ruth \\'illan,, and what she didn't know, she asked
Sethelle Barclift the second assistant. Among the audience sat Annie and
Louise Tune, giggling as usual, and Tapelle and Mary Pruden, back to back.
They were mad with each other and would not speak.
And now I saw a sign which read "Man Haters;" and below the sign
sat Emma Squire and Lois Claud. No men were allowed to even see these
ladies, and one, if by chance, sought an interview, he had to give ten reasons
to each guard defending his sex. The guards in order were Irene Anderson,
Grace Carwile, Eliza Clojiton, Justin (iibson, Stella Lang, Sara Kane, and
Edith Williamson.
Next I saw a brightly lighted ball room, and in the midst of the room
were two groups of men in evening dress. The crowd parted a little and I
saw in the centre of each group, flirting with all of them at once, Luuise
Brewer and Margaret Lawson.
Mercy- what do I see? W'elby Saunders who was so fond of light hair
has dyed "hers black and is dancing the Hula Hula for spectators in Hawaii.
And the spectators? I know them all—Eva Mostella, Virginia Thrift, Helen
Trevilian, Marie Sutton, Mamie St. John, Louise Scott, Violet Griffin, and
Mamie Holland. Dear me! and there is Otey Helm attempting the Hula
too- Who would have thought it of these two demure maidens of S. X. S.?
Would I had time to tell you all the sights which I saw. I peeped into
various happy homes and saw Addie and Cecil Hargrave, Ella Gates, Frances
McKan, Mary Garner, Lois Williams, all happily married. Alice Presson
and Lou Gregory were missionaries in Africa. Nina Armbrister, Marion
Camper, and Ellen Carleson were successful stenographers. Violetta Wilson
was a movie star of the vampire type. I caught sight of a circus van, and
the tight rope walker was none other than Carolyn Harrell ; and Virgie
Dugger was the attractive little snake charmer. Marie Baldwin was a
Spanish Dancer. Ruth Jones had become a famous writer of detective
stories, and Thelma Yost's company dramatized them. This company was
composed of Elizabeth ^^'oodward, an admirable Sherlock, Audrey, Maud,
and Ethel Glenn, Flora Clingenpeel, and Mildred Somers. Mildred Trent
having become attached to the name Shannon while teaching was a singer
of the one song "Where the River Shannon Flows." Delma A'an Sickler
was a constant reader of her favorite book—HOW TO BECOIME ATH-
LETIC. Elizabeth !Moring was teaching French in a French University,
and Mary Bocock was the first poet laureate of the L'nited States. Lila
Sinclair was a toe-dancer, rivaling Pavalowa. Madeline Forestal was back
in Wisconsin. Frances Jordan, a life saver at Atlantic City, had just rescued
the champion swimmer, Mildred Mitchell. Katherine Hancock was making
a scientific study of "Alice in \\^in(k-r]and" to find the magic waj" of growing
tall and thin.
Before I could find with what success Katherine was meeting, Jenny
Mae snatched the glasses from me. "You've had these glasses long enough,
Aunt Dorothy. I want to see"
—Class Prophet.
Pi,,/,- Our Hundred Eujht
We, the Senior Class of 1921, of the State Normal School of Farmville,
Virginia, on this the sixth day of June, being of sound and disposing mind,
do make' ordain, and declare this our Last Will and Testament.
Item 1. To the Seniors of nert year we bequeath our (|uiet, reserved
manner, our irreproachable "professional attitude," and our sympathetic un-
derstanding of the heart of a child.
Item 2. To them, also, do we leave our envious seats in chapel. May
thev live up to this honor.
' Item 3. To each member of the Faculty do we solemnly wdl back all
the notes they have sent us.
Item 4. To Dr. Tidyman we leave an X-Ray with corresponding acces-
sories that he may better tell when a senior is solving a problem.
Item 5. To Miss Tucker we will all the reference books, encyclopedias,
and source books in the library that she may inflict upon the on-coming
seniors a "little" outside work.
Item 6. To the Seniors of next year we leave a book, edited and copy-
righted by us, of lesson plans with teachers' and pupils' aims, guaranteed to
please the supervisors.
Item 7. To miss ]\Iunz we bequeath a conscientious town-girl.
Item 8. To the student body in general we leave the secret of the
diamond on Miss Taliaferro's ringfinger.
Item 9- To you. Oh ! frequenters of the association-room, we leave the
smiles and pleasant manner of Miss Maude K. Taliaferro.
Item 10. We solemly bequeath to Miss Stubbs a little one-room school
house in the back-woods with plenty of "hayseed" to practice on.
Item 11. To Mr. Feitig we lovingljr leave a pinch of salt!
Item 12. To Mr. Grainger we bequeath a box of animation.
Item 13. 'io Mr. Lear we leave a copy of the Old Testament that he
may profit by the patience of Jacob in winning "Rachel."
Item 14. To Miss Smithy we leave the love and devotion of the Senior
Class.
Item 15. To our Alma Mater and President and all who have con-
tributed to making these days memorable to us, we leave our gratitude and
loyalty.
Item 16. To the Town of Farmville, we leave several years of pleasant
memories, and no unpaid bills.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we hereby give our signatures and affix
our seals to this our Last \\'ill and Testament, at the State Normal School,
Farmville, Virginia, this 6th dav of June, 1921, in the presence of, and wit-
nessed bv— ' ELIZABETH MORING, President.
THELJkIA YOST, Vice-President-
CAROLYN HARRELL. Secretary.
MARGARET TRAYLOR, Treasurer.
E. DAPHNE GILLIAM, Lawyer.
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SAYINGS
\W-11, my love.
I'm a wreck!
That ought to get 'em
!
That's a crummy trick!
I'm scared to death!
I know I flunked
!
I think that's tacky!
It's all the same to me!
Do yciu rdl }our own?
Munchy !
Horrors !
Mercv !
Oh. shoot' - -
Well law!
I'm petrified!
Well hokus!
Hunketv Hunk
!
Old dear
!
I don't give a hang
!
I've just got so much to do, I'll do nothing!
Tell me something about this lesson.
Wouldn't that make you hit your mamma?
Got-ter go to Training School, now.
HOBBIES
'Peanuts
Pie
Eating j Popcorn
Pickles
Pink Mule
Hair on Sunday night
J
Scallops on gingham dresses
Lutting-jj^^^j^^g
ofl- of dresses
[Chapel
[Eyebrows
Pulling -jE's with ease
" [Ideas
Bluffin
(Supcr\'isors
') Pupils
(On iHir way rejoicing
^'^lAs we homeward move
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Piiae On,- IlunJrcJ Seventeen
Page One Hundred Eit/hteen
Piiffe One Hundred Nineteen
SEXIOU CLASS
Pa//e One llundrrd Tiventy
Par/e One Hundred Tivenly-one
iuninr (Elafia
Motto: Faber est quisque fortunae sui.
Colors : Purple and White.
Flower : Sweet Pea.
OFFICERS
Christine shields President
katherinc trent Vice-President
elizabeth finch Secretary
Julia asher Treasurer
MEMBERS
Inez a^ec lillian hristow janie coliids
dorothy alexaiider clarine lirite katherine colman
Julia alexander Catherine brooking inargarite Conner
anna ruth alien elinor brooks Helen craddotk
gladys alien Hester brown lavonia crensHaw
grace ames inildred browning nancy crisman
fannie anderson rebecca buncH kathlvn crute
Virginia anderson jcttie bryant nina Culpepper
edley andrews mae hundick lula daly
cHristine armstfong mary burwell merle dameron
Julia asher mary sue burrow omara daniel
margaret atkinson Hilah butler eliza davis
margaret atwell emily calcott grace davis
bessie hadgett myrtle callis louise davis
Hilda bailev Hazel carter kate davis
dollv baker clizabetH j. cHaHin dorothy dieHl
florcnce baker elizabeth m. chaftin copelia dixon
Hilda bahvinn elizabeth chappel fannie dodson
agues baptiste pauline cheatHam ruth draper
lorena barker lucy Cheshire Hope drewry
francis barksdale mary dark Josephine dungan
etta barnes julia dark lucille dunn
marv bassett enla claud emily eley
jean baumgardner evelyn clayton mary elliot
elsie bell hazel daywell margaret eubank
marv aim bur\*man jane cobb frances evans
martha bidgrmd ethel cofer katie evans
Helen black Carolyn cogbill cleo everett
imogene booker kitty cole elizabeth finch
Curtis briggs eva Coleman loda fitchett
Patic One Hundred Ti>:enty-t'u:o
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madeline fitzgerald margaret lankford frances smith
minnie flemming ashley leckey maud smith
mary flippo margeret leebrich nettie smith
pcttice forbes rebecca lipscomb martha snead
lou ellen fugate Willis loyall Carrie spencer
agnes fulcher rena luck bertha spradlin
margaret fullerton gertrude lytton grace squire
ruth fuqua nell mcardle lucille stone
annie gannaway elaine mcdearman mary lee stott
mary garland agnes mcduHie sara stubblefield
dorothy gay lucy mcilwaine mary Sutherland
nellie gill ruth mckelway Josephine swanson
margaret giles nettie mcnulty doris thomas
kate glenn min mason helen thomas
ruby goode nannie mowyer elizabeth thompson
frances goodwyn fannie maynard gladys thorne
harriet gordon bettie morris louise towles
kate gott ella myers lillian travis
ella grant susie nash anna bell treakle
gladys gray lila newsome katherine trent
sallie mae gray mabel neblette page trent
milgred griffin mary northington marion tucker
Virginia guthrie bertha owen ellen turner
mary lou hatcher amy pannill pauline timberlake
lilia haden melba parrish elizabeth vaughn
frances hall Helen patton Clotilda waddell
Virginia hardin ida paulette etta belle walker
Christie harris mary payne Virginia wall
dorothy harris louise pope cecile ward
edna hawkes susie powell nancy wafkins
Cornelia hawthorne inez prince nellie weatherford
lillian hayes ida prudcn Virginia weaver
florence haynie sue puckett ruth webb
garnet henderson nannie ramsey elinor webster
winnie hines lucille rash margaret west
roberta hodgkin mary ried thelma whitehurst
alma hogland maggie reynolds imogene whitescarver
myrtle hogland marie ricks lorena wilcox
eileen holden helen rogerson marion wilkenson
mary hallowell harriet rucker lillian Williams
georgia halman bess rush martha williams
henrietta hardy janette saunders margaret wilroy
reba Johnson susie scott mary wilson
zelda Jones teresa scott margaret wook
ione joyner Christine shields mary florence wood
harriet judson munoz marv sommons gwendolyn w right
sallie kie bernice smelley mary wright
exie knott clara smith sarah wright
teresa lambert grace smith
HONORARY MEMBER
Mr. M. B. Coyner
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FOURTH YEAR CLASS
Motto : To the Stars thru Difficulties.
Colors : White and Gold.
Flower : Chrj'santhemum.
OFFICERS
Virginia Lindsey President
jMary Forbes Mce-President
Bernice Johnson Secretarj'-Treasurer
ROLL
Adams, Dorothj- Foster, Katherine Noell, Addie
Amonettc Ariana Garnett, Edna Ogden, Elizabeth
Anderson Eliza Gibson Ethelyn Payne, Olive
Anglea, Celeste Gillian Ernestine Peele, Virginia
Arvin, Iva Griffine, Lillian Pilcher, Irene
Aylor, Pearl Grapp, Christine Pool, Lillian
Bailey, Grace Gutherie, Mary Powell. Helen
Barnes, Lucille Hamilton, Katherine Reese, Mabel
Blanton, Edna Hardy Nellie Roberts, Helen
Bolton Mary Hunt, Mary Ryan, Eva
Bristo\v, Marie Irb\', Jacqueline Saville Florence
Brown, Lucy Jennings, Mildred Sizemore, A'irginia
Canada, Louise Jeter, Pattie Shepard, Bettie
Cook, Louise Johnson, Bernice Shotwell, Erma
Coyner, Phyllis Jollif, Mary Smith, Janie
Cralle, Elizabeth Kayton, Myrtle Smith, Rose
Derring, Thelma Klise, Gene\'a Steger. Elizabeth
Dyer, Pattie Latimer, Erma Stor\-, Lizzie
Easley, Ellen Lindsey, Virginia Swoope, Helen
Elder, Sue Martin, Veta Tucker, Katherine
Elliot, Louise Mays, Lucile I'pton, Lucile
Eubank, Elsie Miller, Florence Wayne, Edith
Ezellc, Alice McNama, Viola Wymbish, Spottiswood
Felts, Thelma Motley, Rebecca
Forbes, Mary Myers, Amanda
HOXORARY ME]^IBER
Mr. G. H. Bretnall
Page One Hundred Twenty-six
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Motto: Not at the top, but climbing.
Colors : Red and Black-
Flower : Forget-me-not.
OFFICERS
Elizabeth Bugg President
Elise Anderson A'ice-President
Caroline IMorrow Secretary-Treasurer
Eunice Allen
Elise Anderson
Jennie Armstrong
Marion Asher
Eleanor Bailey
Maude Bailey
Gladys Baird
Sarah Barnes
Ellen Bowman
Carrie Buchanan
Elizabeth Bugg
Kathleen Burford
Frances Cobb
Ruth Cox
Jane Crawley
Lillian Crenshaw
Margaret Davis
Elizabeth Diehl
Naomi Daw
Lillian Ellington
Alice Ezcll
Isabel Flippen
Bernice Fretwell
CLASS MEMBERS
Mary Friend
Catherine Gables
Ethel May Gish
Hazel Goode
Golda Goodwin
Frances Graybill
Ella Gregory
Mauz\' Grizzard
Emma Hancock
Katherine Hardaway
Nellie Hardy
Bertha Hawk
Lillian Hutchison
Georgie Jefferies
Ruth Jennings
Frances Johns
Chrinstine Kanak
Marion King
Alice Kinney
Willie Lackey
Janie Martin
Alma Mathews
Caroline Morrow-
Sarah Myers
Grace Noll
Helen Norfleet
Lillian Nunn
Haynie Oghurn
Dora Pair
Carlynne Perraw
Myrtle Price
Lillie Rudd
Florence Sa\'iIIe
Fannie Shepard
Lucille South
Zelia Staton
Louise Stephenson
Mary Taliaferro
Ethel Mae Tomlinson
Edith Trevilian
Sarah Von Schilling
Jenilee Weich
Martina Willis
Mildred Winder
Marijuerite \\'inn
HONORARY MEMBERS
Miss Mary Stephenson
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"Dignified, studious, earnest, and ^vise.
These are our traits," a Fourth Professional cries.
Teachers think them A girls, but we know them hi st,
They're ju^t as big dummies as all the rest.
Third Professional too, think they're right smart and big
And soon vi\\\ be wearing the cap and gown rig.
Some say Third Prof's make them tremble \Yith fear;
Good night, girk, weren't they Seniors last year?
Seniors all think they're head of the school.
Supervisors, training school, and faculty they fool.
N^o use the reckless Seniors to fear
—
Every last one was a Junior last year.
Everyone knows a Junior when seen,
Dear little Freshmen so timid and green,
Tired and weary, worked with a force,
Learn to take flunking as a matter of course.
Fourth Years are somewhat uppish and fast;
Their gayety and "crushes" long do not last;
They learn to calm down in a short while or so.
When Latin and French question how much they know.
The dear little Third Years, getting used to "no play".
Settle down in the background several years more to sta^
They seldom are heard from and then in wee voice,
And seldom are questioned just as to their choice.
So thus are our classes, each brought to the light,
Each pictured as seen in each other's sight;
Quite filled up with faults we really confess,
But grand classes they are, for they make S. N. S.
—DORA JETT
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"The purpose of the Association shall be to ]ireserve the student honor
and to unite the students of the school for efficient livin,L; and for training
in personal responsibility, self-control, and lo>alty in the student body."
OFFICERS
E. Katharine Stallard President
Lily Thornhill A'ice-President
Katharine Trent Junior Representative
Louise Brewer Secretary
Elizabeth Woodward - Treasurer
Phyllis Co\'ner Camims Lea.yue Chairman
Ruth Jones - Recorder of Point System
Sinior Committee
Merle Davis
'
Helen Skillman Mildred O'Brien
Edith Harrell Pattic Lee Darden Otey Helm
Mary Finch lola Johnson Evelyn Barnes
Helen Jarman Pattie Garrett Elizabeth McClung (Ex-officio)
Minor Jones Carolyn Harrell
Junior Committee
Roberta Hodgkins Helen Patton Gwendolyn Wright
Helen Rogerson
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fnunri Wnm^n'a OII|nBttau Assnrtatton
Executi\e Board Officers
Elizabeth McCluiiK President
Doroth)^ Schaefer A'ice-President
Anna A'rics Secretarj^
Ella Jinkins Treasurer
Helen Draper I'ndcrgraduatc Field Representative
Chairmen of Departments
Dorothy Schaefer Membership
Anna Vries Publicity
Ella Jinkins Finance
Merle Davis Alumnae Membership
Edith Harrell Religious Meetings
Mary Stephenson Bible Study
Julia Asher Morning Watch
Evelyn Barnes Music
Pattie Garrett World Fellowship
Christine Shields Social
Lucille Mcllhany Service
Virginia Nelson Country Life
Minor Jones Conferences and Convention
Frances Jordan High School Club
Nettie McNulty V. W. C. A. Store
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Untunba §taff
Helen Skillman Editor-in-chief
Mary Stephenson Assistant
Mary Bocock
Carolyn Rankin
Kate Davis Associate Editors
Ruth Jones
Christine Shields
Elizabeth Moring Business Manager
Helen Jarman Assistant business manager
Pattie Lee Darden Assistant business manager
Pai/e One IlunJrrJ Thirly-six
Page One Hundred Thirty-seven
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Editor-in-Chief lola Johnson
Assistant Minnie Lewis
Business Manager Susie Booker
Assistants --- Francis Jc>r<hin, l.ucile Mcllhaney
Art Editor Anna A'ries
Assistant Thelma Yost
Literary Editor Mary Nichols
Assistant ]\Lary Derieux
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DRAMATIC
Virginia Hardin President
Kate Davis Secretary-Treasurer
Mary I^indsc}' Business Manager
Francis Jordan Property Manager
Roberta Hodgkins Assistant Property Man.
Elizabeth Williams Wardrobe Mistress
Miss Edna Spear Director
MEMBERS
Virginia Anderson Eliza Davis Frances MacKan
Grace Beard Louise Davis Lucile Mcllhany
Louise Brewer Mildred Dickinson Min Mason
Eleanor Brooks Ruth Draper Bertha Owen
Julia Clark Katherine Gable Frances Smith
Pattie Lee Dardeii Helen Jarman Page Trent
Rebecca Lipscomb Lois Williams
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OFFICERS
Evelyn Barnes President
Pattic darrett \ice-president
Helen jarman --- Secretary-
Lily TiiDrnhill Treasurer
MEMBERS
Phyllis Corner Martha Snead Mary Wilson
Burdette Baglcy Elizabeth Crawley Agnes Watkins
Eleanor Dameron Elizabeth Bugg Mary Lindsey
Pattie Garrett Christine Shields Esther Kline
Dorothy Schaefer Margaret Atwell Nell McArdle
Mamie St John Etta Barnes Rebecca Lipscomb
Anna Belle Treakle Emma Squire Locile Mcllhany
Elizabeth Finch Edna Garnet Harriet Booker
Barta Worrell Hilda Baldwin Mary Jefferson
Roberta Hodgkins \'irginia Gihbs Lily Thornhill
Margaret Lankford Louise Doyle Park Morris
Mildred Jennings Helen A. Jarman Evel_\n Barnes
Virginia Blasingame Frances MacKan Dora Jett
Louise Scott Ella Jinkins Kate Davis
Evelyn Clayton Martha Bidgood Ella Gates
Elizabeth Williams Page Trent Marie Baldwin
Emily Calcott Mary Friend \\^innie Hines
Arn Elmore Louise Brewer Elizabeth Crute
Lil> Thornhill ]
Marv lefferson \ Pianists
Esther'Kline J
Par/c On,- HiniJnJ Forly-tf^o
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Colors; Orange and Black
OFFICERS
President Pattie Garrett
Vice-president Delma A'an Sickler
Secretary and Treasurer Xancy Crisman
me:\ibfrs
Martha Bidgnod
Mary Bocock
Emily Calcott
Marian Camper
Luch Cheshire
PhylIi^ Coyner
Elizabeth Crciishav
Nancy Crisman
Patty Garrett
Reva Graves
Mary JefFerson
Harriet Rucker
Bess Rush
nnroth\' Schaefer
Louise Scott
Christine Shields
Katharine Stallard
Mildred Trent
Page Trent
Delma Van Sickler
Etta Bell Walker
Ptii/c Our Hundred Forty-four
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Motto: Colors:
To see the better.
Flowers
:
Olive g-reen and gray
^^'hite rose and smi ax
OFFICERS '
Parke Morris President
Elizabeth Moring
. . . First \'ice-President
Dorothy Schaefer . . . Second \'ice -President
Justine Gibson Secretary
SecretaryKathryn Thompson . . Recordinj;-
lola Johnson Treasurer
Anna Vries .Critic
MEMBERS
Agnes Baptiste Kate Davis Min Mason
Helen Black Elizabeth Thompson Alma Hogland
Eleanor Brooks Bess Rush Myrtle Hogland
Evelyn Claytor Nancy Crisman Kathleen Bristow
Virginia Hardin Marv Nichols Marv Bocock
Virginia Anderson Julia Asher Edith Carr
Virginia Wall Imogene Whitescarver Minor Jones
Roberta Hodgkins Anna Bell Treakle Mary Lindsey
^
Rebecca Lipscomb Eleanor Webster Annie Alvis
Carolyn Rankin Frances Smith Janie Dyer
Nell McArdle Gladys Thorne Hettie Richardson
Page One Hinidrrd Foriy-s
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Motto: "Self-reverence, self-knowledg'e, self-control."
Colors : Gold and white.
Flower: Yellow and white chrysanthemiums.
OFFICERS
Reva Graves President
Ruby Paulette Vice-president
Lily Thornhill - Treasurer
Ruth Myers Corresponding secretary
Sarah Porter Recording secretary
Mary Bolen Critic
Blanche Conwell Reporter
Frances Jordan Censor
MEMBERS
Mildred Dickinson Lily Thornhill Catherine Brooking
Sara Hughes Margaret Traylor Mary Wright
Elizabeth McClung Constance Whitlock Celestia Wright
Mary Bolen Jacquelin \^enable Louise Davis
Blanche Conwell Elizabeth Meredith Kathryn Coman
Pattie Lee Darden Kathryn Hancock Edley Andrews
Rachael Frazier Florence Baker Alice Ponton
Lucile Fox Lelia Burrow Julia Jones
Ella Gates Mettie McNulty Virginia Bouldin
Reva Graves Sailie Kie Elizabeth Woodward
Helen A. Jarman Lillian Williams Emily Calcutt
Dora Jett Ruth Cutts Agnes Fulcher
Frances Jordan Sallie Barksdale Margaret Eubank
Ruth Myers Louise Watkins Sue Puckett
Margaret Meats Elizabeth J. Chaffin Clara Crocker
Ruby Paulette M. Elizabeth Chaffin Anne Bullock
Sarah Porter Susie Scott Virginia Trotter
Helen Skillman Marie Ricks Virginia White
Mary Stephenson Marian Camper
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Motto
:
Colors
:
Light, more light. Green and Gold.
Flower
—
Marechal Neil Rose
OFFICERS
Grace Beard President
Helen Draper First Mce-President
Evelyn Barnes Second Mce-President
Mary Dcrieux Recording Secretary
Otey Flelm Corresponding Secretary
Mildred O'Brien Treasurer
Edith Harrell Critic
Ella Jinkins Censor
Susie Booker Reporter
MEMBERS
Sarah Andrews Lois Claud Ella Jenkins
Christine Armstrong Helen Draper Julia Jones
Etta Barnes Ruth Draper Minnie Lewis
Evelyn Barnes Mary Derieux Lucy Mcllwaine
Jane Bacon Frances Evans ' Mildred O'Brien
Grace Beard Mary Elliott May Ellen Parker
Susie Booker Mary Garner Eva Powers
Emily Calcutt Virginia Gibbs Helen Rogerson
Carolyn Cogbill Daphne Gilliam Martha Snead
Kathleen Crute Ote\" Helm Evelvn Speight
Elizabeth Chappell Edith Harrell Pauline Timberlake
Lucile Chappell Mary Sue Hammond Mildred Trent
Myrtle Chappell Lilian Hayes Elizabeth Vaughn
Flora Clingcnpiel Mary Jefferson Barta Worrell
Payr Our Hundred Forty-eight
Organized 1903 Chartered 1904
blotto : "Carpe Diem"
Colors: Green and White Flower: White Carnation
OFFICERS
Harriett Purdy President
Frances MacKan Vice-president
Welby Saunders Recording- Secretary
Carolyn Harrell Corresponding Secretary
Grace Bargamin Treasurer
Louise Do3de Censor
Nellie Robertson Reporter
MEMBERS
Julia Alexander Madeline Fitzgerald Antoinette Parker
Margaret Atwell Annie Gannaway Helen Patton
Burdett Bagley Pattie Garrett Harriett Purdy
Marie Baldwin Maud Glenn Nellie Robertson
Grace Bargamin Lou Gregory Harriett Rucker
Martha Bidgood Carolyn Harrell Welby Saunders
Louise Brewer Christie Harris Christine Shields
Sue Brown Mamie Holland Emma Siquire
Mary Burwell Earline Johnson Katharine Stallard
Rebecca Bunch Reba Johnson Marie Sutton
Grace Carwile Ruth Jones Kate Trent
Hazel Carter Esther Kline Page Trent
Julia Clark Ruth Lavinder Delma Van Sickler
Kitty Cole Rena Luck Tilly Waddell
Merle Davis Frances MacKan Etta Belle Walker
Louise Doyle Lucile Mcllhany Cecile Ward
Virgie Dugger Maria Meredith Marian Wilkinson
Elizabeth Finch Sallie Obenshain Lois Williams
Mary Finch Bertha Owen Thelma Yost
Page One Hundred Forty-nine
up|Eillliii|iiii
'Slnttn: Equal and exact justice to all.
Colors : Blue and Gold
Flower : \\ hite Carnation
OFFICERS
Sue Brown President
Mildred O'Brien \'ice-President
Elizabeth Crenshaw Corresponding- Secretary
Mary Forbes Recording Secretary
Phyllis Coyner Treasurer
Minnie Lewis Critic
Sara Andrews Sargent-at-arms
MEMBERS
Nina Armbrister Josephine Dungan Minnie Lewis
Sara Andrews Janie Dyer Wyllis Loyal
Marian Asher Pattie Dyer Edith Marshall
Earle Atkins Margaret Eubank Min Mason
Mary Basset Irene Fowlkes Ella Myers
Hilda Baldwin Marv Flippo Virginia Noel
Eleanor Bailey Mary Forbes Sallie Ohenshain
Jean Baumgardener Ruth Fuqua Mildred O'Brien
Elsie Bell Agnes Fulcher America Pannell
Helen Black Elizabeth Gannaway Marie Ricks
Eloise Blanton Cabel Gannaway Harriet Rucker
Ellen Bowman Katherine Gable Susie Scott
Sue Brown Ruby Goode Bertha Spradlin
Rebecca Bunch Haxel Goode Katharine Stallard
Hazel Carter Margaret Giles Lucille Stone
Ethel Carlson Kate Gott Thco Smith
Pauline Cheatham Lou Gregory Marie Sutton
Lucy Cheshire Zanie Gutherie Mary Taliaferro
Flora Clingenpeel Mary Lou Hatcher Delma Van Sickler
Kathryn Coman Lelia Haden Cecile Ward
Ethel Cofer Katherine Hancock Martha Williams
Phvllis Covner Garnett Henderson Marian Wilkinson
Louise Cook Eileen Holden Ruth Webb
Marguerite Connor Frances Johns Rose Whitehead
Elizabeth Crenshaw Marv Sue loliff Imogen Whitescarver
Clara Crocker Ruth Lavinder
Lula Daly Ashley Leckcy
FIOXARY MEMBER
J. M. Grainger
Pa^eOnt^IIunJrrJ Fifty
Ill|4>
EuffttFr ^nrietg
Motto: Much as we value knowledge we value mental training more.
Colors : Garnet and gray
Flower ; Red carnation
OFFICERS
Fall term Sorine term
Mare-aret Lawson President Elizabeth Meredith
Lucile Fox Vice-President Coralie Woolridg-e
Carolyn Harrell Corresponding Secretary . Hilah Butler
Margaret Mears Recording Secretary
Violetta Wilson Treasurer Ella Tenkins
Maria Meredith Critic
Ella Jinkins Reporter Aileen Chambers
Edna Hawkes
Margaret Atkinson
Mary Sutherland
Imogen Booker
Inez Prince
Marian Tucker
Hilda Bailev
Lillian Williams
Mary S:ue Burrow
Mary Simmons
Coralie Wooldridge
Louise Scott
Lucile Fox
Hazel Claywell
Teresa Scott
Charotte O'Neil
Winnie Hines
MEMBERS
Lorena Wilcox
Hilah Butler
Nellie Gill
Lavinia McCarthy
Louise Towles
Pauline Hawkes
Lila Newsome
Helen Powell
Elizabeth Meredith
Aileen Chambers
Gladys Allen
Nell McArdle
Julia Alexander
Gwendolyn M'right
Julia Clark
Mahle Neblett
Maria Meredith
Ella Jinkins
Violetta Wilson
lona Jo\"ner
Frances Hall
Thelma Whitehurst
Alice Ezelle
Merle Dameron
Carolyn Harrell
Lila Sinclair
Lucile Rash
Mary Berryman
Fannie Ma\nard
Minnie Lee Flemming
Martha Bidgood
Nina Culpepper
Marv Hallowell
Page One Hiuidred Fifty-one
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Helen A. Jainian President
Nellie Robertson Mce-president
Carolyn Harrell Secretary
Jane Bacon Treasurer
Jane Bacon
Katherine Hancock
Jacquelin Venable
Sarah Porter
Carolyn Harrell
MEMBERS
Nellie Robertson
Pattie Lee Darden
Elizabeth Williams
Violetta Wilson
Madeline Forestal
Helen A. Jarman
Sara Hughes
Evehn Speight
Miss Ciilkin
Miss Wainwright
P,i{/, On,- Huihhr.l Fijly-iit-o
Payi- One Hundred Fifty-th,
Honor Society
Lucille Chappell
Myrtle Chappell
Mary Dedieux
Mildred Dickinson
Helen Draper
Marv Finch
p Kappa (imrga
MEMBERS
Carolyn Harrell
lola Johnson
Ruth Jones
Frances MacKan
Lucille Mcllhany
Elizabeth ^Morinsr
Ore-anized 1918
Ruby Paulette
Katharine Stallard
Mary Stephenson
Anna Vries
Dr. Tidyman
Mr. Grainarer
ALUMNAE MEMBER
Miss Jennie M. Tabb
ASSOCL^TE MEMBERS
Miss Smithy
Miss Culkin
Miss Coulling
Miss Taliaferro
Page One HunJreJ Fifty-four
Page One Hundred Fifty-five
Though oft the road seem toilsome, hard, and long
—
The -weary road that leads to^vard the light
—
To upward climb: to keep alway in sight
The worthy goal ; to ever sing a song
Of sweet content. In loving service strong;
—
In lending help to take a rare delight.
To learn, to serve, to lead toward the right.
To love of truth and hatred of all wrong.
To learn, to lead, to serve—behold, these three
The great objective form. Full well to know^
The joys of service, and, whate'er there be
To overcome, that maketh hard the way, to show
Unto the world (so all may clearly see)
That service doth from love and knowledge grow.
JENNIE MASTERS TABB.
Page One Hundred Fifty-si.
Page One Hundred Fifty-seven
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Chartered 1903
' Alpha Chapter
Publication "The Triangle"
Sorores in collegio
Frances MacKan Burdette Bagley Eliza Davis
Lois Williams Minor Jones Page Trent
Grace Bargamin Constance Whitlock Kate Trent
Frances Jordan Marv Burwell Rena Luck
Helen Skillman Marv Lee Stott \'irginia Blasingame
Sue Brown Margaret Atwell Sallie Barksdale
Edith Carr Julia Clarke Kittv Cole
Sarah Hughes Kate Davis \'irginia Trotter
SORORES IN TREE
Anne Richardson SI ater Marx Rives Richardson
Katharine Chamber lain Dunnington Kate Cox
Alice T. Richardso n Virgi nia Richardson
CHAPTER ROLL
Alpha—State Normal School Farmville, Virginia
Zeta—State Normal School Buffalo, New York
Iota—State Teacher's College Greelev, Colorado
Kappa—Miami I'niversity Oxford, Ohio
Sigma Phi—Union University Jackson, Tennessee
Phi—Ohio University Athens, Ohio
Mu—State Normal School Kirkvilie, Missouri
Nu— State Normal School Warrensburg Missouri
Xi—State Normal Sshool Alva, Oklahoma
Omicron—State Normal School Ypsilanti, Michigan
Pi—State Normal School Emporia, Kansas
Rho—State Teacher's College Tallahassee, Florida
ALUMNAE
Alpha Sigma Richmond, Virginia
Beta Sigma Cincinnatti, Ohio
Iota Sigma Colorado Springs, Colorado
Mu Sigma KerksviUe, Missouri
Nu Sigma Warrensburg, Missouri
Zeta Sigi-a Buffalo. New York
Omricon Sigma Ypsilanti, Michigan
Delta Sigma Nashville. Tennessee
Page One Hundred Fifty-eight
Page One Hundred Fifty-nini
(Samma (Ehrta
Founded 1911
-State Xornial SchodI for Women
SORORES IX COLLEGIO
Agnes Baptist
Grace Beard
Mary Boyd
Mildred Dickinson
Cabell Gannawa}'
Elizabeth Gannawav
Helen A. Jarman
Dora Jett
Eleanor \\'ebster
Elizabeth McClung
Luc}' Mclhvaine
Sarah Porter
Helen Patton—Pledge
ADA'ISOR IX FACULTATE
j\Iiss Florence Stubbs
PATROX
Mrs. \\". P. \'enable
Helen Rogerson
Christine Shields
Mar)- Stephenson
Elizabeth Thompson
Kathrvn Thompson
Jacqueline \enable
Page One Hundred Sixty
I'at/r On,- Ihin.frrJ Sixly-iine
i^lta ^tgma OIt|t
Founded 1919 State Normal School for ^^^omen
Virginia Anderson
Eleanor Brooks
Eva Coleman
Patty Lee Darden
Virginia Hardin
Reba Johnscm
SORORES IX COLLEGIO
Frances Smith
Virginia Wall
Mary Jefferson
Sarah Moore
Elmyra McNeil
Ruth McKelway
Caroline Rankin
Hettie Richardson
Elizabeth Williams
Cotillda \\'addell
FACULTY ASSOCIATES
]\Iiss Lila London jMiss Willie London
Mrs. R. H. Paulett
Miss Christine Munoz
PATRONS
Miss Mary B. Haynes
Mrs. W. P. Tvnes
Ptujt One IlundrcJ Sixly-liio
Page One Hundred Sixty-three
Pan-I^^lkutr Asfinnattnu
OFFICERS
Kathryn Thompson President
Elizabeth '.Villiams Secretary
Sallie Barksdale Treasurer
REPRESEXTATIVES
Grace Beard Frances MacKan Elizabeth Williams
Kathryn Thompson Sallie Barksdale Pattie Lee Darden
Page One HiinJreJ Sixty-four
Page One Hiuidred Si.xty-fivi
Ruth Draper
Elise Anderson
Virginia Anderson
Sallie Barksdale
Sue Brown
Elizabeth Bugg
Edith Carr
Virginia Hardin
Sarah Hughes
Helen A. Jarman
Frances Jordan
Sarah Moore
Hettie Richardson
Frances Smith
Virginia Trotter
Virg'inia \\ all
Kate Davis
Eliza Davis
Spottswood \Mmbish
Dora Jett
Min Mason
Mary Hunt
Elizabeth Thompson
Cabell Gilmer
Mary Taliaferro
Anna Ruth Allen
Ptiae One Hundred Sixty-si.
^lllip
^l|iMiii^
Page One Hundred Sixty-seven
Rena Luck
Eleanor Greathead
Pag^e Trent
Kate Trent
Elizabeth \\'ood\vard
Alice Presson
Jacquelin Venable
Elizabeth Williams
Pattie Lee Darden
Katherine Hardaway
Eleanor Webster
ft Alplya
Eva Coleman
Tillie Waddell
Agnes Baptiste
Virginia Blasingame
Reba Johnson
Ruth Jones
Mary Burwell
Kitty Cole
Alary Boyd
Elmyra McNeal
Louise Davis
Cabell Gannaway
Elizabeth Gannaway
Lily Thornhill
Phyllis Coyner
Christine Shields
Constance Whitlock
Burdett Bagley
Grace Bargamin
]\Lirv Friend
Frances Michaux
Pngf One Hundred Sixty-eit/ht
Page One Hundred Sixty-nine
X nmmIP!
OFFICERS
Sarah Moore President
Burdette Ba,c:ley \'ice-president
Eliza Davis Secretary
\'irg-inia Flardin Treasurer
Sarah Hughes Eeader
Constance XMiitlock Leader
MEMBERS
Margaret Atwell Pattie Dyer Frances Micliaux
Burdette Bagley Mildred Dickinson Frances MacKan
Grace Beard Mary Friend Ruth McKelway
Sallie Barksdale Eleanor Greathead Frances Smith
Virginia Blasingaine Elizabeth Gannaway Katherine Stallard
Mary Boyd Cabell Gannaway Christine Shields
Bessie Badget Katherine Hardawav Marv Lee Stott
Edith Carr Virginia Hardin Helen Skillman
Ruth Cox Sarah Hughes Dorothy Schaefer
Eva Coleman Christie Harris Louise Sheppard
Ruth Draper Mary Hunt \'irginia Trotter
Janie Dyer Frances Jordan Elizabeth Williams
Kate Davis Helen A. Jarman Constance Whitlock
Eliza Davis Rcha Johnson Eleanor Webster
Louise Davis Rena Luck Spottsivood Wombish
Elizabeth Woodward Elmyra McNeal Tilly Waddell
Thelma A'ost Min Mason Jacquelin \'enable
Pdffe Oui' Hundred Severity
Page One Hundyed Seventy-one
^/
Louise Doyle
A'ir.e;inia Bouldin
Saliie Barksdale
Constance AMiitlock
Frances MacKan
Helen A. Jarman
Burdette Barley
Katherinc Hardaway
]\lildred Dickinson
Pattie Lee Daiden
Frances Jordan
Grace Iriarsamui
Mar^' Friend
Lois ^^'illiams
Sara Hughes
Elizabeth ^^'illiams
Eleanor \\'ebster
Ruth McKelway
JNIarv Burwell
Kitty Cole
jXLarsaret AtwcU
]\Iarv Lee Stott
\ irginia Trotter
Kate Davis
Eliza Davis
A'irginia Blasingame
Frances Smith
Hila Butler
Marie Ricks
Mildred Hall
lulia Clark
Etta Belle Walker
Min !Mason
Page One lliniJrrJ Sevenly-Hfo
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\ irginia Anderson
Ag'nes Baptiste
Lucile Barnes
Mary Boyd
Eleanor Brooks
Sue Brown
Elizabeth Buog
Eliza Clopton
Eva Coleman
Phyllis Coyncr
Pattie Dyer
Maro-aret French
Annie Gannaway
Elizabeth Gannaway
Cabell Gilmer
Eleanor Greathead
Virginia Hardin
Roberta Hodgklns
Helen Jarman
Dora lett
Reba Johnson
Minor Jones
Ruth Jones
Rena Luck
Frances ;\Iich?aux
Elizabetn ^Moring
]\lable Xeblett
Alice Presson
\\'elby Saunders
Dorothy Schaefer
Christine Shields
Kathryn Stallard
Mary Taliaferro
Kathryn Thompson
Fily ThornhiU
Page Trent
Tilly Waddell
Virginia \\ all
Spottsvyood Vimbish
Elizabeth Woodward
Thelma Yost
w
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Page One Hundred Se-ven:y-l/ir
I'll,/, (/ill llunJrcii Sfiiiily-four
Motto : Crazy is as Crazy does
Colors: Red and pink -'
OFFICERS
Kathryn Thompson President
Ruth Jones Secretary and Treasurer
Dora Jett Janitor
MEMBERS
Grace Bargamin Lois Williams \'irginia Trotter
Ag-nes Baptiste Tillie Waddell Edith Carr
Burdette Bagley Reba Johnson Eliza Clopton
Virginia Blasingame Kathr^ai Thompson Minor Jones
Mary Burwell Christine Shields Pag'e Trent
Julia Clark Katharine Stallard Helen Skillman
Ruth Jones Elizabeth Thompson Dora Jett
Frances MacKan Thelma Yost
Page One Hundred Sevrn/y-fi-vt
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My Toe: Keep 'em Goin'!
Color: Yellow and rod—orange
Bosses: I. Rallic Sarksdale. II. Iranccs F,.rdan
Marah Soore
Lena Ruck
Fary Alriend
Mrances Fichaux
Widley Ralker
REGULAR MEMBERS
Dliza Favis Srances Fniitty
Date Kavis \\'potswood Swimbish
\Meanor Febster Etcetera?
Bary Moyd
ALUMXAE PLEDGES
Cmily Elark Florence Fenick
Paiir One Hundred ScveJily-six
Kathryn Coman
Edley Andrews
Marg^aret Lankford
Henrietta Hardy
Marie Baldwin
Irene Fowlkes
Cecile Ward
:\Iabel Xeblett
\'irg"inia Gibbs
Delma \'an Sickler
Jean Bumgardner
Amy Pannill
Lucy Cheshire
Marparet Leebrick
Annie A'ries
Page One Htutdred Seventy-seven
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Mamie Holland ^f\ Nell MiArdje
Elizabeth Moring 1^" Julia Alexander
lola Johnson Thelma Yost
Mary Deneux ^^^ Gwendolyn Wnght
Elizabeth Finch ^ ^^^^ Mary Nichols
Elizabeth Woodiuqrd Sttllie Obenshoin
jlodeline Fitzgerald flE^ Emily Eley
Piii/i' Uni- IlundycJ Sevrniy-e'ujiil
lECEffCLE Ff?AWgM
Directoice
Fleur: Le Fleur-de-lis
PROFESSIONAL
Mademoiselle Estelle Smithey
Couleurs: Bleu ct Jaune
OFFICERS
Helen Draper Presidente
Otey Helm A'ice-presidente
Frances MacKan Secretaire
Lois Williams Tresorieriere
Harriett Purdy Rapporteuse
MEMBERS
Nina Armbrister Irene Fowlkes Edith Marshall
Virginia Blasingame Claudia Gilchrist Elizabeth Moring
Marv Bolcn Maude Glenn Frances MacKan
Mildred Browning Cornelia Hawthorne Mary Nichols
Lois Claud Otey Helm Antoinette Parker
Ethel Cofer Mamie Holland Harriett Purdv
Thelma Derring Mary Jefferson Caroline Rankin
Mary Derieux Esther Kline Mary Stephenson
Helen Draper Mary Lindsey Marie Sutton
Louise Elliott Lucille Mays Anna Vries
Tanie Dyer Veta Martin Nellie Weatherford
Lucille Fox
,
Florence Miller Lois Williams
Susie Booker
Page One Hundred Seventy-nine
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LECEffCLEFffAWfM
fourth year
officp:rs
Ruth Draper Presidente
Eleanor Grealhead \ice-presidente
Erna Shotwell Secretaire
Bernice Johnson Tresorieriere
Harriet Judson Rapportuese
OFFICERS
Mary Bolton Mary Forbes Katharine Tucker
Ernestine Gilliam Bernice Johnson Rebecca Motlev
Helen Roberts Virginia Lindsey Viola McNamee
Lillian Pool Edna Garnett Harriet Judson
Helen Craddock Phyllis Coyner Catherine Hamilton
Eliza Anderson Marie Bristol Mary Guthrie
Virginia Sizemore Edna Blanton Helen Swoope
Martha Guthrie Addie Noel Amanda Myers
Nettie McNulty Pattie Jeter Lucile Upton
Virginia Peele Janie Smith Mvrtle Kayton
Elizabeth Steger Mabel Reese Elizabeth Ogden
Eleanor Greathead Elizabeth Crawley Erna Shotwell
Ruth Draper Grace Bailey Mary Hunt
Emily Eley Spottswood W'imbish Dorothy Harris
Earle Atkins Sue Elder Louise Canada
Page One HuriJreJ riglty
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THIRD YEAR HIGH SCHOOL
OFFICERS
Maud Bailey Presidente
Mary Taliaferro N'ice-Presidentc
Edith Trevilian Secretaire
Kaomi Dow Tresorieriere
Dora Pair Rapportuese
OFFICERS
Louise Shepard Alma Matthe\vs Caroline Morro^v
EUa Gregory Lilian Dunn Marguerite Winn
Christine Kanak Lucille South Eleanor Bailey
Mary Taliaferro Edith Trevilian Lillian Crenshaw
Francis Graybill Elise Anderson Cabel Gannaway
Marion King Ruth Cox Ethel Tomlinson
Helen Norfleet Margaret Davis Nellie Hardy
Myrtle Price Isabelle Flippen Willie Lackey
Jane Crawle Florence Saville Grace Noell
Hasel Goode Tenilee W'eich
. CaroI\n Perro%v
Emma Hancock Naomi Dow Louife Stephenson
Haynie Ogburn Marion Asher Jennie Arm>trnii<T
Eunice Allen Francis Johns Maud Bailey
Kathleen Burford Tanie Martin Elizabeth Bugg
Pattie Dyer Dora Pair Kernice Fretwell
Mauzy Grizzard Zelia Staton Georgie Jeffries
Sarah Barnes Ethel Gish Sarah \'on Schilling
Alice Kinney Golclie Goodwin
Page One Hundred EigJity-one
Motto: W'rdad es verde
Colors: Rojo}' amarillo
LOS OFICIAl.ES
Minnie Lewis President
Lucille McIIhanv Vice-president
Agnes Fulcher Secretary' and Treasurer
Mary Nichols Reporter
Edith Harrell Critic
LOS MIEMBROS
Grace Beard Margaret FuUerton Lucille Mcllhany
Edna Blanton Daphne Gilliam Mary Nichols
Merle Davis Edith Harrell Harriet Purdv
Helen Draper Mary Sue JoIIiff Bertha Spradlin
\^irgie Dugger Esther Kline Carrie Spradlin
Agnes Fulcher Minnie Lewis Katharine Stallard
LOS MIEMBROS HOXORARIOS
Miss Estelle Smithey Miss Willie London
Page One Hundred Eiglity-tiio
Motto: Acorns to Oaks, Watch Roanoke
Colors: White and Green
Flower : Oak Tree
Officers
:
Cecile Ward President
Delma Van Sickler Vice-president
Hazel Carter Secretary
Sallie Barksdale Treasurer
MEMBERS
Elsie Bell Hazel Carter Cecile Ward
Sallie Barksdale Otey Helm Imosrene Whitescarver
Virginia Bouldin Ruth Lavinder Thelma Yost
Kitty Cole Delma \'an Sickler
Page On' li-.riJrcd Eighty-three
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IMotto : Xot al the top but cllnibing
Lolors: Blue and White
/ Flower: Lily-t)f-the Valley
OFFICERS
E(lle\ Andrews President
lvathr^ n Coman Treasurer
MEMBERS
Ariana Ammonette
Edley Andrews
Mary Bocock
Kathryn Coman
Eleanor Dameron
Marg'aret Giles
Cabell Gilmer
Reva Gra\'es
:\Iarijarft Lankford
^linnie Lewis
Ruth ?\Ivers
W'elby Saunders
Dorothy Schaefer
]\Iarv Taliaferro
Lilv Thornhill
Page One Hundred Eiff/ily-fnur
Motto : "To Glow Like Phosphorus"
Colors ; Water Colors
Flower : Sea Weed
Sarah Porter
Geneva Klise
MEMBERS
Martha Bidgood lola Johnson
Margaret French Geneva Klise
Edith Harrell Sarah Porter
President
. Secretary-Treas.
Ida Pruden
Grace Squire
Lois Williams
Paae One Hundred Eighty-fi-ve
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Motto
:
"To aim as high as the sea-gulls,
"To think as deep as the sea,
"To glow as bright as the light house."
This shall our motto l)e.
Colors : Blue and Gold
Flower: ^^'ater Lily
OFFICERS
Helen Pattun President
Frances MacKan Secretary and Treasurer
Eleanor Greathead
Virginia Hardin
Frances MacKan
Nell McArdle
Gwendolyn Wright
Julia Alexander
Nina Culpepper
:\ik:mbfrs
Gertrude Lytton
Sethelle Barcliffe
Emily Calcott
Mildred Hall
Bertha Hawk
Thelma Mason
Eva Powers
Helen Patton
Florence Rountrey
Louise Stephenson
Jenilee Weiche
Margaret West
Thelma ^^^hitehurst
Mary Hallowell
Minnie Lee Fleming
Pafff One llumtrrj Fiff/ily-.
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Motto : Paddle your own canoe
Colors : Parish Green
Flower: Cattails and Tobaccobloom
OFFICERS
Page Trent President
Annie Gannaway Mce-President
Mary E. Guthrie Secretary-Treas.
MEMBERS
Hilda Baldwin Pettice Forbes Francis Johns
Eloise Blanton Mary E. Guthrie Bettie Sheppard
Grace Bailey Martha Guthrie Louise Sheppard
Maude Bailey Zanie Guthrie Katherine Trent
Marguerite Connor Annie Gannaway
Page One Hundred Eiglity-seven
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Motto : \\"uton
Flower: Orange Blossoms
Color ; Orange and blue
OFFICERS
Marian Camper President
Helen Woolfolk Secretar^'-Treasurer
MEMBERS
Catherine Brooking Pauline Timberlake Mildred Browing
Mary Reid \'irginia \\'eaver Margaret Fulertoi"
HONORARY MEMBER
Miss Carrie Brown Taliaferro
Ptiffe One UunJrect F.ighiy-ciijht
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Baltfax (Ulub
Motto: "Shine like wax for dear old Halifax"
Colors : Green and gold
Flower: Buttercup
Song: "Carry Me Back to Old Halifax."
OFFICERS
Justine Gibson President
Dora Jett Vice-president
Louise Tune Secretary-treasurer
MEMBERS
Sue Elder Copelia Dixon Kate Davis
Fannie Anderson Erna Shotwell Alargaret Carter
Lillian Poole Amanda Myers Louise Canada
Virg-inia Sizemore Spottswood Wimbish Xellie \\"eatlierford
Annie Tune Eliza Davis Martha Williams
Page One Hundred Eighty-nine
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Motto: Xever let work interfere with pleasure
Colors: Green and sjold
Flower : Watermelon blossom
OFFICERS
Mildred Somers President
Rose Smith Secretary
Madeline Fitzgerald Treasurer
MEMBERS
Grace Ames Stella Lang Margaret Mears
Myrtice Fitchett Mildred Somers Lena Smith
Loda Fitchett Rose Smith ALie Bundick
Madeline Fitzgerald A'irginia White ^Mildred \Mnder
Page One Hundred Mnety
Motto : Eat Peanuts and grow fat
Colors : Purple and gold
Flower : Violet
OFFICERS
Lois Claud President
Blanche Conwell A'ice-president
Hope Drewry Secretary
Louise Pope Treasurer
MEMBERS
Florence Baker Hope Drewry Antoinette Parker
Eleanor Brooks Lucille Dunn Louise Pope
Mary Bolton Emily Eley Evelyn Speight
Eula Claud Gladys Felts Lizzie Story
Lois Claud Thelma Felts Ellen Turner
Blanche Conweli Frances Goodwyn A'irgie Wade
Louise Cooke Maude Grizzard Margaret Wilroy
Sucve Howell
Page One Hundred Ninety-one
Mdtto: "Don't sit cm the tail of progress and hollow "whoa"
Colors : Blue and gray
Flower : Forget-me-not
OFFICERS
^lildred Mitchell President
Burdett Bagley Secretary
Lou Gregory Treasurer
MEMBERS
Dorothy Harris Burdett Bagley Alena Mathews
Mildred Mitchell Nellie Hardy Carrie Buchanan
Lou Gregory Cornelia Hawthorne Iva Arvin
Ella Gregory Golda Goodwin Nettie Smith
Page One Hundred M:iely-tivo
Cijltirs : Alaroon and SiKcr
Flower: Sweet Pea
Motto: To be rather than seem to be
OFFICERS
Barta Worrell President
Lelia Burrow Vice-President
Hester Brown Secretary-Treasurer
MEMBERS
Dorothy Adams jMary Sue Burrow Alary Simmons
Hester Brown Madeline Forestal Lillian \\'illiams
Lelia Burrow Christine Kanack Barta Worrell
Pdf^r One Hundred Ninety-threi
Motto: "Green—But Growing"
Colors : Old Rose and Silver
Flower : Pink Tea Rose
OFFICERS
President Louise Doyle
Vice-president Lucy Mcllwaine
Secretary-Treasurer Mary Sutherland
MEMBERS
Aileen Chambers Pauline Hawkes Mamie Nichols
Eva Coleman Edna Hawkes ^NLiry Sutherland
Louise Doyle Jane Haddon Virginia Thrift
Cecil Hargrave Exie Knott Marion Tucker
Addie Hargrave Lucy Mcllwaine Katherine Tucker
Honorary Member
Miss Marv Dinwiddie
Page One Hundred Ninety-four
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Colors : Purple and Gold
Flower: Pansy
Motto : Always Faithful
OFFICERS
May Ellen Parker President
Lillian Hayes \'ice-president
Mary Cephas Pruden Secretary
Erma Horton Treasurer
MEMBERS
Curtis Briggs Lillian Griffin Mary Cephas Pruden
Lillian Hayes Alay Ellen Parker Tapelle Pruden
Mamie Holland A'irginia Peele Virginia Simmons
Erma Hoiton
Paqe One Hundred Ninety- five
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Alutto: "To the siiirit (if Titt 1ic true"
Colors: Gold and Black
Flower: Sunflower
OFFICERS
Elizabeth Crawley President
Rebecca Motley A'ice-President
Grace Oakes Secretary-Treasurer
Lorena Barker
Jettie Br\ant
Elizabeth Crawk
Lula Dalv
M e:\ibers
Ellen Easley
Mary Easley
Irene Fowlkes
Rebecca JNIotlev
Alaggie Reynolds
Grace Smith
Josephine Swanson
Elizabeth \\'illiams
Fannie Dodsr Grace Oakes
Page One Hundred Mnely-si.
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Motto : Boost Your Own State
OFFICERS
Earline Johnson .... President
Lucile Mcllhany . . . . Treasurer
MEMBERS
Jean Baumgardner Barbara Gilbert Harriet Rucker ;
Grace Beard Hazel Goode Melba Parrish
Clarrene Brite Ruby Goode Christine Shields
Rebecca Bunch Mary Hudson Katharine Stallard
Edith Carr Earline Johnson Virginia White
Lavonia Crenshaw Ashley Leckey Eleanor Webster
Gracie Davis Agnes McDuffie Madelon Whitehead
Cleo Everett Lucile Mcllhany
Ruth Fuqua
Rose Whitehead
Page One Hundred Ninety-seven
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OFFICERS
Thelma Yost President
Maria Meredith Mce-President
Sallie Page Obenshain Secretary
Julia Ashcr Treasurer
Eliza Anderson
Julia Asher
Hilda Baldwin
Etta Barnes
Jean Baumgardner
Sue Brown
Jettie Bryant
Hazel Carter
Margaret Carter
Elizabeth Chaffin
Jane Cobb
Elizabeth Crawley
Kathleen Crute
Dorothy Deihl
Mary Easley
Anna Foster
Elizabeth Gannaway
MEMBERS
Audrey Glenn
Ethel Glenn
Maud Glenn
Kate Gott
Gladys Gray
Katherine Hancock
Georgie Holman
Ella Jinkins
Earline Johnson
Julia Jones
Sarah Kane
Ruth Lavinder
Elizabeth McClung
Lucille Mcllhany
Edith Marshall
Maria Meredith
Elizabeth Moring
^Margaret Giles
Rebecca Motley
Sallie Obenshain
Ruby Paulette
Louise Pope
Mabel Reese
Ida Saville
Florence Saville
Theo Smith
Janie Smith
Martha Snead
Louise Stephenson
Lucille Stone
Elizabeth Thompson
Edna ^lay Wilkinson
Cecile \\ ard
Eleanor \\'ebster
Thelma Yost
HONORARY MEMBERS
Miss Tupper Miss Jeter
Pn/ic Otic Hundrrd Mnrty-riz/lit
Page One Hundred Ninety-nine
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officp:rs
Louise Brewer President
Catherine Cralle \'ice-President
Clifford Hutchcson Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
Sara Andrews A.udry Glenn Eva Powers
Nina Armbrister Hattie Gresham Alice Presson
Marv Bolen Lucy Howell Helen Skillman
Sethelle BarclitTe Otey Helm Manie St. John
Louise Brewer Pauline Hawkes Katharine Stallard
Catherine Cralle Addie Hargrave Mildred Somers
Ellen Carson Jane Haddon Lila Sinclair
Lois Claud Clifford Hutcheson Carrie Spradlin
Elizabeth Crenshaw Lucy Living Helen Thomas
Mary Derieux Minor Jones Virginia Thrift
Louise Doyle Ruth Kernodle Annie Tune
Merle Davis Edith Marshall Louise Tune
Annie Evans Lucile Mcllhany Helen Trevilian
Mary Finch Elizabeth McClung Anna Vries
Lucille Fox A'irginia Xelson Addie ^^'ells
Lou Gregory Mildred O'Brien Helen \\'oolfolk
Justine Gibson Mery Cephas Pruden Celestia \\'right
Maude Glenn Tapelle Pruden \'irgie Wade
:\Iay Ellen Parker
HONORARY MEMBERS
Miss Florence Stubbs Miss Ada Bierbower
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The Athletic Association has always played an important part in school
activities. To inake this part even more vital the association was reorganized
in the fall of 1920 with the purpose in view of co-operating with the de-
partment of physical education for the promotion of the phvsical and social
activities of the student body.
During the month of February the Association put on a better health
Qampaign and fine class spirit was shown in this contest, the majority of
girls in each class playing the game.
Each year there is a field day on which we have baseball, tennis and
other field events, and here is where we really see the greatest display of
class spirit for each class does its best to win the loving cup which is
presented from year to year to the one who wins the most points.
We ha\e chiss s|)irit. Have we school spirit? In the past we have
had no real wa\' to show our true school sjiirit in athletics. Beg'inning' with
this year S. X. S. is i)lanning inter-school contests with other normals in
basket ball. We ha\e already played Harrisonburg two games in' vv-hich
fine school spirit \\'as shown bv both teams and although S. X. S. was
defeated she hopes for better success next year.
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Delma A'an Sickler President
Virginia Gibbs \'ice-president
Margaret Traylor Secretary-Treasurer
Miss Mary Barlow Director
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HarBttii ^qua^
Anna Bell Treaklc Captain
Sarah Moore Manager
MEMBERS
Anna Bell Treakle Forward
Delma Van Sickler Forward
Elsie Bell Guard
Mary Gray Guard
Sarah Moore Jumping Center
Sallie Mae Gray Side Center
SUBSTITUTES
Ida Paulette Forward
Frances Barksdale Forward
Dorothy Wells Guard
Nell McArdel Jumping Center
Blanche Conwcll Side Center
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Delma A^an Sickler Captain Sarah Moore Manager
MEMBERS
Delma Van Sickler. .Right Forward Dorothy Wells Left Guard
Addie Wells Left Forward Sarah Moore Jumping Center
Edith ^^'illiamson Right Guard Blanche Conwell ...Running Center
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Ida Paulctte Captain
Frances Barksdale :\Ianap;er
:\IEMBERS
Anna Belle Tieakle Forward
Ida Paulette Forward
Elsie Bell Guard
Mary Gray Guard
Sallic Mae Grav Jumping- Center
Nell McArdle '. Side Center
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Erna Shotwell Captain
Earle Atkins Manager
MEMBERS
Ethelyn Gibson Forward
Helen Roberts Forward
Olive Payne Guard
Marie Bristoe Guard
Mary Hunt Jumping Center
Erna Shotwell Side Center
;
SUBSTITUTES
Veta Martin, Myrtle Kayton, Grace Bailey, Rebecca Motley
Pafff T^L'o HuTidred Se-ven
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Jenny Armstrong Captain
Elizabeth Diehl Manager
MEMBERS
Jenny Armstrong Forward
Georgie Jeffries Forward
Elise Anderson Sub. Forward
Elizabeth Bugg Guard
Janie Martin Guard
Sarah Von Schilling Jumping Center
Maude Bailey Running Center
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OFFICERS
Cecil Hargrave President
Mary Bolen Secretary-Treasurer
Dr. Tidyman Honorary Member
MEMBERS
Ariana Amonette Helen Draper Lucille McIIhan}^
Edley Andrews Margaret French Mildred Mitchell
Grace Bargamin Addie Hargrave Sarah Moore
Sallie Barksdale Cecil Hargrave Elizabeth Moring
Grace Beard Edith Harrell Alice Presson
Mary Bolen Otey Helm Erna Shotwell
Virginia Bouldin Mary Jefferson Frances Smith
Sue Brown Earline Johnson Katharine Stallard
Marian Camper Ruth Jones Delma Van Sickler
Edith Carr Margaret Lankford Addie Wells
Blanche Conwell Ruth Lavinder Lois Williams
Merle Davis Minnie Lewis \'ioletta Wilson
Mary Derieux Frances McKan Elizabeth Woodward
Mary Dinwiddle Elizabeth ^IcCluno- Barta ^^'orrelI
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OFFICERS
Marion Wilkinsuii President
Kate Trent \'ice-President
Etta Barnes Secretary-Treasurer
MEMBERS
Junior Tennis Club Harriet Rucker Bess Rush
Page Trent Mary Burwell Mary Lee Stott
Lucy Mcllvvaine Virginia Blasinganie Jane Cobb
Sue Puckett Harriet Judsun Susie Scott
Pauline Cheatham Elizabeth \'aup-hn
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SEXIOR
Captain Dorothy Schaefer
•
, .
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.
LIEUTEXAXTS
.
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'
.
Ruth Lavinder Clifford Hutcheson Helen Trevillian
Margaret Traylor Addie Wells Luis Williams
JUXIOR
Captain Rebecca Bunch
LIEUTEXAXTS
Sue Puckett Lillian Bristow Kate Trent
Cecile Ward Emily Ely Gladys Allen
FOURTH YEAR
Captain Ariana Ami }nette
LIEUTEXAXTS
Grace Bailey Katherine Tucker Pattie Jeter
Earle Atkins
THH^D YEAR
Captain Georgie Jeiferies
LIEUTEXAXTS
Mary Taliaferro Sara Von Schilling Emma Hancock
Louise Stephenson
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SENIOR
Go get a go-cart
Go get a hack
And take those Juniors
way back.
^^'ay back.
S-E-N-I-O-R-S.
That's the \'\-ay to spell it.
And here's the way to yell it.
Seniors ! Seniors
!
Junior's in the high chair.
\\'ho put them up there?
Ma.^ Pa? Sis? boom bah
Seniors, Seniors. Rah I Rah I Rah '
Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah!
Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah!
Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah!
Seniors! Seniors! Seniors!
THIRD YEAR
Rah, Rah, Rah. Rah, Rah, Rah.
The Third Year team is sick today.
S-i-c-k—s-i-c-k—sick, sick!
Hush ! ! Babies.
JUNIOR
Strawberr}^ shortcake, huckle-
berry pie.
\'-I-C-T-0-R-Y.
Are we in it ? Well I guess.
Juniors, Juniors. Yes. Yes. Yes.
SOXG
We are Juniors born
W e are Juniors bred
And when we die
W'e'll be Juniors dead.
So Rah ! Rah ! for Juniors, Juniors,
Rah! Rah! for Juniors, Juniors,
Rah ! Rah ! for Juniors,
Rah! Rah! Rah!
1-2-3-4-5-6-7
All good Juniors go to Heaven
When they get there they will yell
See the Seniors down in
—
Ra-a-a, Ra-a-a, Rah, Rah!!
FOURTH YEAR-
One, two, three, four,
\\ ho are we for?
Third Year. Third Year.
Rah, Rah. Rah.
With a vevo, with a vivo, ^\ho's
With a vevo, vivo, vum, Who's
It's just as plain as plain can be Who's
We have those Third Years up a tree.We're
With a vevo, with a vivo. We're
With
g'omta «in. wm :
gointa win. win:
gointa win. win,
gointa win, win,
gointa win. win.
We're gointa win. win. How?
Easv! !
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It was a lovely day, but a discontented face peered through the window,
taking in with unc(jncerned glances the beautiful surroundings.
"Nothing to do," Polly moaned. "Nobody left in this dull town but
me.
'
"Never mind, dear," Her mother's soft vt)ice comforted. "It is a shame,
but the doctor knew best in advising you to stay at home and rest this
month. You are so tired out, you know."
Polly only grunted. After a moment, "Guess I'll go out for a walk."
As she left the house her mother called after her, "Don't forget, Pol,
there's company for dinner tonight." This made matters worse. "Some
fussy old friend of Dad's coming to spoil a good night," she guessed.
After walking a while, she drew near a park. On a bench near the
street lazily lounged a young man reading a newspaper. She could not
see his face, but his feet looked very satisfying, she decided. Suddenly an
idea struck her. She would do it ! Nobody need know and she would
have some fun. She deserved it.
As she drew nearer the young man, he lowered his paper. Polly
hurried up to him with outstretched hands. "Why, Jimmie, what are you
doing here?" she asked. "I thought you were in another part of the world.
Oh, this is such a delightful surprise ! Why didn't you let us know you
were coming?"
The young man's first expression of astonishment and puzzlement turned
to one of delight. He himself had an idea. This beautiful young girl
thought that she knew him. He would take advantage of the situation, for
the town was unusually dull and he was horribly in need of company. But
what part was he to play to keep up her thought of knowing him? He
would proceed cautiouslv at first until he could find out more from her.
"^^"hy. my dear, I had forgot that you lived here or I should certainh'
have let you known. My! what a beautv you've grown to be!"
Horrors! Did the man think he knew her, too? That would never do.
But she had to play the game. "Oh ! dear, j'ou always were such a flatterer.
But how is Dot?"
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Who was Doti' His wife? His sister.^ His sweetheart.^ or who.' "Why
Dot is doing fine, thank you. You remember the terrilile fusses we used
to have?"
Oh! dear, did he reallv know a Dot? and suppose he asked questions
about her which she could not answer!
"Why, of course, I remember; how do you reckon I could forget? But
it seems ages since I saw you."
She now began to wonder how old he was and if she was supposed to
have known him very long. She guessed he was about twenty-eight. He
was very good looking, she decided. Suppose he went home with her and
^Mother and Dad would have to be introduced tti him. Oh, dear! She must
leave, but how could she? Horrors! ^^'hat was she saying? That they
walk down the street? Suppose that they should meet some one she
knew ! She awakened to his voice drawling lazily, "You know Fm anxious
to see your father and mother. I was so fond of them."
"Oh! what a pickle to be in," she thought. "\\'hy, I'm so sorry, but
I must g'o to the dressmaker's rig"ht av^-ay. I'm fifteen minutes late now
and it's very important. You must excuse me. Tell me where vou're
staying and I'll call you up later."
"I'm stopping at the Lexington, but give me your address. I may call,
may I not?"
"Oh! I shan't tell you, for }-ou should be ashamed of ne,glecting us as
you have. I may tell you tonight when I call you up, but certainly not
now.''
"Well, I guess I deserved it," he said as she hurried down the street.
He watched her, saying to himself, "Never see her again I guess. Cute
little trick, though, and I've enjoyed myself immensely. What would Marian
say if she knew! I'll tell her. She'll enjoy it."
In the meantime Polly had rushed home and congratulated herself on
getting out of the scrape as she did. She dressed for dinner and started
down to meet the company—a Mr. Keith, an old friend of Dad's, as mother
explained.
She passed down the stairway and pausing on the bottom step looked
into the librarv. Horrors ! There sat the voung man she had met that
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evening-, talking with her mother and father. A\'hat could she do! Plead
a headache? Xo ! she'd ha^•e more fun.
She rang for the maid and told her to call her mother. She argued and
reasoned with her mother and finally won her to her side. She was to go
back up stairs, dress up in her grandmother's clothes, powder her hair and
wruikle her face so as to look like her grandmother who was away on a
visit. Alother would tell Dad so that he would not be surprised.
A half an hour later she came down to dinner making a perfect picture
of an old grandmother. She walked slowly into the dining room and apolo-
gized in a soft voice for being late. She talked little during the meal, but
after supper while her mother was arranging the dishes with the maid and
Dad had left the room for a moment, she was left alone to entertain Mr.
Keith. He was very polite and attentive to the "old lady" and seem.ed to
be interested in her. He talked to her of dift'erent things and began to tell
her something of his own life.
"You should come to A'alley Side," he said. "You'd like it. I want
you to know my wife and little boy. ^^'hy
"
The little old lady had fallen back and seemed to be fainting.
"I'm onl_\- warm." she gasped. "Call the maid."
The maid came and assisted her to her own room. She soon felt better
and began to think of her experiences of the <lay. Going to the mirror, she
said to her reflection, "You incorrigible flirt! You deserved it all. It
serves vou right. I hope you've had enough excitement to last you all the
rest of this month. I also hope you've learned a lesson and will remember
that the one who alwavs gets herself into the most trouble is—a flirt!"
i£ k^,
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FRIDAY NIGHT
Xji OONOT TAKE FOOD FROM
INTHE'GVM" THE OINIWG ROOM
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Bells—Everlasting- things that keep us from going wrong.
Bobbed—S. X. S. stj^le of wearing hair.
Brown Dog—Table Delicacy composed of our former animal friends.
Campused—Period of confinement awarded law breakers for their sins.
Chapel—Dr. Jarman's iieriod for expressing briefh' his opinions.
Cinch—Easy fruit.
Crush—Violent and sudden case of love.
Cut—Gentle reminder of A. W. O. L.
Cutie—In other words, Mr.
—
Dance—To keep moving
Darn—Convenient means of expression.
Date—Fruit seen on Friday and Sunday nights.
Dummy—Anyone in Miss ^lunoz's class.
E—Anything but excellent.
Eggs—Breakfast food served a la pink mule.
Fish eye—Pudding ; special dessert.
Flunk—To fail in bluffing.
Gong—Agony signal at 6:45 A. M.
Hen— (noun) Foul not found here.
(Adj.) Used to modify party at S. X. S.
Hike—Easy means of getting letters.
Honor Roll—Reward for success in bluffing.
I. K. B.—Xecessary for graduation. (I keep busy).
Infirmary—^Place of rest and ease.
Jarman—Best man ever.
Junior—State of being before seniorhood.
Kitchen—A mysterious region.
Meditation—Time set aside for writing letters.
Mess—Anything that displeases anyone.
Miss—Form of address used by training school students to new student
teachers.
Old horse—Xame of endearment for best friend.
Parlor—Place where dates may sit.
Pink Mule—Common name for chipped beef.
Rotunda—S. X. S. weekly news.
Senior—Privileged character at S. X. S.
Specials—Sunday m'orning letters.
Soup—Adam's ale seasoned with cabbage.
Study period—Those hours from 7 :30 to 9 :45 P. M.
Tickled—Amused. '
Toddle—Xewest dance movement.
Wreck—State of being after tests.
X-Y-Z—Last letters of the alphabet.
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THE ORCHESTRA
WERE TO TAKE
COURSE Y
'MEDITATION
TO
COURSE I
THE WAY TO TREAT
"THE CHILD"
'^^^^HEHmt"^^
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In Stock
Scientific Monthly Dr. Bretnall
Reader's Guide Miss Spear
English Journal Mr. Grainger
Country Life Miss Stubbs
Classical Journal Miss Rice
Education Mr. Coyner
Primary Instruction Miss Culkin
Lcs Annals Miss Smithey
National Geographic Magazine Miss Dietrich
The Independent Mr. Lear
The Musical Observer Miss Munoz
Manual Training Magazine Miss Millican
American Cookery Miss Jeter
Arts and Decoration Miss Coulling
School and Society Dr. Tidvman
Suggested
How to Manicure Student Body
The Alchemist Mr. Fettig
Soups and Sandwiches Mrs. Jamison
Love Me, Love My Walt Whitman Miss Scott
How to Make Outlines Mr. Bell
Chapel Cuts to Order Miss Taliaferro
MELANCHOLIA IN B FLAT
Part 1
You saunter into class one da\
Thinking "Oh, this lesson is a inc/if
Part 2
In comes the teacher and proceeds with
To write upon the board ten (juestions
—
HORRORS—a f>o/' lest!
Part 3
Your jaw drops; there you are, at bay!
Immediately your mind begins to flinch.
Part 4
"^'our memor\- is rusty; for
.\nA the end of this catastr
vicked zest.
vou're muchly prest;
-well, vou flunk the test!
MERE CHANCE
\^^hen teacher's calculating eye
Is fi.xed on you, \ou wonder why
You ever chose that front-row seat.
That's placed \ou so \'ou are forced to meet
Her glances!
But ^vhen her (juestion is directed
To anothi'r, Wiho's neglected
To prepare that lesson—Oh, it
Makes vou happv if ynu know it,
Bv chaiice ! !
4:30—5:15
Sing me to sleep and let me rest
—
Of all this hour the end is best;
No one's awake, love, none, I fear.
In all this class, but teacher dear!
Oh, I am wearv. class is so long
I want to hear only that blessed class
Periods are long, dear—this one's a hi
To sta\ late is wrong, dear, run for tli
gong-
e dont
T^vo Hundrrd Tiicnty
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AS )T SHOULD BE
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3rd. Prof.
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As I came back to school this year
A-vvalking down the hall,
I saw an awful skeleton sign
Which almost made me bawl.
The head was cut from paper black,
\Mth holes for eyes so white,
Bot the thing that made cold shivers come
Just hinted at a fight.
For written in red on top his head
In letters big and bold
Were "K. I. L.—Cave Adsum,
Just do as you are told."
I've waited days, I've waited weeks
To hear what I must do,
But to this day—so near the end
Je ne sais pas tout.
4th. Prof.
If 3-()u will listen, 3rd Profs., so young,
To what I tell to you
;
You'll soon know why you do not know
The K. I. L. secrets true.
When people show by word and deed
How much they'd like a bid
Then somehow we just all agree
To keep our secrets hid.
But if by attitude so humble an<l so meek
You really show how sorry you are
To have locked us from our lair.
Shivering in the cold and chilljr air,
Then, comrades, we'll surprse you
How fast we'll prepare the spread
In banquet halls
—
given only to us,
^^'hen others are in bed.
dttaturalltr
The gnat's a gnaughty little beast
—
Gno matter where I am, he's gnear;
At gnoon he gnibbles at my gneck,
At gnight he dances 'gneath my ear.
This Gnuisance should not gnettle me
By trying up my gnose to fly
—
Gnor should he make me gnervous, gnext,
By gnearlv drowning in mv eye!
Patjf Tivo Hu7idred Tivfjity-tii'c
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—
(using "human beings" in a sentence "We are
human beans."
Miss Robinson
—
(looking at a bald headed doll) "That certainly reminds
me of some one."
Alary—"Do you like cod-fish balls?"
Louise—"Er—I don't know, I never attended any."
Student teacher—"What did Alexander do?"
Pu]iil—"Spread Greece all over the world."
Student teacher— (explaining problem) You all watch this board while
I go through it."
Marie Baldwin—"People at home never go to church when I am not
there."
Anna Vries—"\\'hy? Are you the clock?"
Marie—"No, the bell."
Student teacher
—
(giving a test)—"When was ^^'ashington inaugurated?"
Pupil—"Wa.shington was irrigated on the 4th of Alarch."
Minor Jones—"There are no wits in this school at all."
Sallic Barksdale—"Xo, but there are plenty of half wits."
Marie Bakhvin—"I believe I'll wear electric bands around my hips to
reduce."
Anna Vries—"How shocking."
Dorothy Schaefer
—
(during test) "How do vou spell embrace?"
Mr. Coyner— (blushing deeply) "E-M-B-R-A-C-E"
.'-itudent teacher
—
(reading about first Thanksgi\'ing tt) pupils) "What
is a corselet?"
Pupil—"Something ladies wear."
Teacher
—
"Illustrate the three genders."
Pupil—"Masculine, he ; feminine, she ; and neuter, they."
Dorothv Schaefer—"William, what cloes "commerce" mean?"
William'—"To trade."
Dorothy—"Right. Now use it in a sentence."
^\'illiam—"I commerced mv do,g for a cat."
Junior—on writing acceptance to a bid frantically asked, "Do you put
"except" or "accept?"
Pattie—"Shall I sing my song with a refrain to it?"
Sallie—"Oh, please refrain."
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She—"You deserve credit for selecting a ring like that."
He—"So the jeweler thought."
Student teacher— (after working a hard algebra problem) "Xovv, do
you all understand that x equals 0?"
Pupil—"Well, have vou lieen working all this time for nothing?"
What's funnier than a one arm man trying to \\"in(l his watcli ?
A glass eye at a keyhole.
Mildred—"You say you heard suspicious noises in your room. What
did they sound like?"
Lucy—"Like heat in the radiator, but of course it could not have been
that."
Mary—"You'll ha\e to help me on Latin today."
Lillian—"Why today?"
Margaret Lawson—"My uncle has some Ijeautiful horses."
Lila Sinclair—"Oh )'es, he is a horticulturist, isn't he?"
Annual staff—"Don't let's have little jiictures of the faculty this year."
Mary—"No, let's ha\-e jokes in place of them."
She bent over him and gazed hingingh- into his one good eye.
"|e t'adore," she murmured, everv syllable a caress.
He looked up at her and answered gruff'h', "Aw, go shut it yourself."
AUturlif iEmnttny
She sings a little song or two.
They ha\e a little chat.
The}' make a little candv fudge.
And then he takes his hat;
He holds her han<l and sa>-s, "Ciood night,
As sweetly as he can,
Ain't that a swell evening
For a great biu' healthv man???
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F HOPE that this annual has ac-
complished our purpose in presenting
to you a true vivid picture of all
]ihases of life at S. N. S; if not, ac-
cept it as it is without cjuestion, ap-
preciating the spirit of it without be-
Lomins; angrv.
We wish to express our apprecia-
tion to Mr. Lear, Miss Willie London,
Miss Coulling, Julia Alexander, Reva
Graves, Louise Davis, ]\Iary Stephenson, Kitty Cole
and Harriet Rucker for their assistance in this
work.
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State Normal School
for Women l'll'^V^\l
J. L. JAR MAN, President
Graduates of accredited high schools are ad-
mitted without examination to the Professional
Courses.
Courses offered: Professional Courses for the
preparation of teachers for Kindergaten,
Primary and Grammar Grades, High School,
Graded Rural School, Home Economics and
County Demonstration work.
The four-year College Course leads to the De-
gree of Bachelor of Science in Education;
students completing the first two years of this
course are entitled to the same diploma granted
for the completion of the other two-year pro-
fessional courses.
Expense for all courses is the same and students in
all courses are eligible for the State Scholarship.
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL ./or WOMEN
F A R M V I L L E VIRGINIA
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FARMVILLE
MANUFACTURINGCOMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF
Building Materials
and Plow Handles
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
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PAUL T. BOGGS
Whitman's Chocolates and Eastman Kodaks.
Drinks served at our fountain are a delight.
Let us finish your kodak pictures.
309 Main Street Farmville, Va.
J^rug Store
Dependability
There is a whole lot of satisfaction in being able
to depend on a Drug Store. Our business has
been built on this fact. We would be pleased to
add you to our lists of customers. Most of the
"Normalites" shop here. Will you join the
majority ? You will find us ever ready to serve
you.
White Drug Store
Farmville, Virginia
Paije Tii-H IlunJrrd Thirly-fnur
100 per cent Pure Coffee
one of Monograms "77 varieties"
E. A. Saunders Sons Co.
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
The Home Fires
When you have finished your work at the State Normal
School for Women and have returned to your Homes, or to
other Communities to resume new responsibilities, we will
appreciate it if you will remember The Piedmont Bureau
when Concert Artists, Lecturers or Lyceum Entertainers are
desired by either yourselves or by others in your respective
communities.
The Piedmont Bureau is a Southern Listitution which seeks
to serve Southern Communities and it is a pleasure to co-
operate with Southern women in the
promotion ot better Civic conditions.
The Piedmont Bureau
Solon H. Bryan, Manager
.ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA
'Tin Community Building Lyceum Jgency"
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The Peoples National Bank
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
A strong, conservative bank, under careful management.
Interest paid on time deposits, compounded semi-annually.
Safe deposit Boxes for rent. Keep all your important
papers in one place, where they will be safe and strictly
private.
G. M. ROBESON, President
E. T. BONDURANT, Vice-President
J. L. BUGG, Cashier
W. R. BUTCHER, Asst. Cashi^
R. W. Garnett 6z Co.
#> Leaders of fashion in Ladies'
(^m Tailored Suits and Millinery
W Agents for the famous guaranteed Black Cat
Wi Hosiery, the Drew Shoe and the best Middy
1^ Suits on the market
l Our aim is to serve. If we haven't what
^ you want we will get it quick
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GRAY' S
Drug Store
A Registered Druggist always in cl arge
Our Line of
Stationery and
Toilet Articles
is unexcelled
in the City
WILEY'S CANDIES
Call on us or phone US
We appreciate
your kindness
A.V. WADE
Everything
for '
Everybody
FARMVILLE VIRGINIA
C.E. Chappell
Company
Dfalt'rs III
Confectioneries
Fruits, Blank Books
and School Supplies
Mariha Washington
and Norris Candies
Main Street
FARMVILLE VIRGINIA
Branch: N. V. Office:
South Boston, Va. 1161 Broadway
EAUIFF'S
Department Store
Outfitters to the Entire Family
FarmviUe, Virginia
Meet your friends at RAIFF'S
Dep't Store. The Shopping center
of Prince Edward where your dol-
lar goes farthest. A city store
right here in FarniviUe at your
convenience where most every-
thing to wear can be found to
please the most critical.
Let us shozv you
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The First
National
Bank
Total Assets,
Three-Quarter Million
Dollars
N. B. Davidson,
President
E. S. Taylor,
Vice-President
E. Scott Martin,
Vice-President
W, B. Morris.
Cashier
J,W. Wilson, Jr.
Asst, Cashier
H, P. Bailey,
.Asst, Cashier
WeVirginia
Cafe
The oldest, the largest
and the best place to Eat
Our Service is Complete
PHONE 229
307 MAIN STREET
FARMVILLE VIRGINIA
I
ng-ersoU's
Restaurant
Always Clean
Food Appetizing
Corner Main and Third Sts.
BARROW
COAL CO.
Split, Pocahontas
and Virginia City Coal
Anthracite all sizes
PUBLIC SERVICE
IS OUR MOTTO
Farmville Virginia
Paffe Tii.0 llniuired T liirty-nijlil
Attention
Future Teachers
The I'irginia School Supply
Co. carries a large up-to-date
line of desks, black-board,
maps, globes, charts and
teacher's supplies}
Write ^is for neio catalog
If there is anything
you need we have it
Our new map of Virginia should
he in every school. Latest pubhca-
iions of iV. and A. K. Johnston s
Standard Maps and Globes.
Every article {or sclwols and colleges
Virginia School Supply Co.
P.O. Box 1177 Riclimond, \'in;inia
CALUMET
Tea and Coffee Co.
hnporlers of
TEAS AND
COFFEES
^The Ariston Li
409-11 Huron Street
Chicago, Illinois
A. H. Fetting
Manufacturing Jewelry Co.
Manufacturers of
Greek Letter
Fraternity
JEWELRY
213 N. Liberty Street
Baltimore, Maryland
ECONOMY
Assured independence, an
account in t!iis bank begets
economy—it is easier to forego a
luxury now than tolack a necessity
later. Start saving ivith $1.00
The First National Bank
BI.UEFIELD, WEST VIRGINl.A
OLDEST—LARGEST—STRONGEST
Resources 35,500,000.00
Jos. E. Garbnii E. S. NLirtin Frank S. Bhiiiton
If it is
WORTH
INSURING
Let us insure it
G.ARL.AND, MARTIN and BL./^NTON
"Insurance that Insures"
F.-^RMVILLE VIRUIM.\
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ARTIN
the Jeweler
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry
We rarry a complete line of Normal
School Jewelry. Your orders solicited
for class and sorority jtins. rings
and Jewelry
FARMVILLE VIRGINIA
SHANNONS
Home Bakery
Where You Get the Best
Pies, Cakes, Cookies, Sandw iches
and Fountain Drinks
FARMVILLE VIRGINLA
D.W. GILLIAM
Where are you going girls?
To Gilliams! What has he that you
want? Fruit, Confectioneries,
stationery, etc.
OPPOSITK S. X. .S.
Qpera House
Shows only Standard
PHOTOPLAYS
SPECLAL FEATLIRE FILMS
Clean. Recreative
Visit the Opera House DaiK
\\ herever the annual goes, it tells
the same thing, but all girls tell you
Trade at
Garland & Mcintosh
DRUGGISTS
FARMVILLE. VIRGINI.A
S<xJa Fountain: Toilet Articles. Fountain Pens
Ktidaks and Stationerv
W.C.NEWMAN
ICE CREAM
Manufacturer
Brick Ice Cream
a Specialty
Carry your shoes to the
Electric Shoe Shop
where they use the best
leather and workmanship
IJ'e can fix them :chile van -.rait
Chas. Bugg & Son
''The Pure Food Store"
Best quality
Unitorm prices
Good service
Good things to eat
1 ARMN'II.LF.
P/if/r Till) Ilinuircii forty
The Ogden Studio
W. DU BOIS, Prop.
PHOTOGRAPHS
OF
DISTINCTION
No. 7 A. S. Sycamore St.
PETERSBURG. VIRGINIA
Phone 837 W
Special attention paid to college and
annual Photography.
We also specialize of circuit, student
body, interior, graflax, copies, minia-
ture, and paintings of every description.
Our Motto : *'A satisfied customer
is our best advertisement.
PETERSBURG
MUSIC STORE
117 U. Sycamore Street
PETERSBURG, VA.
Everything in Music
MARTIN
PRINTING COMPANY
218 Thii d Street
FAR VIVILLE. VIRGINIA.
Commercia 1 Printing
Perfor Jtlng, Bind ng and Loose Leaf
Punching
School and College Pnnt.ng is our
specialty
"^^W?
^^y^
RUCKER
DR^ ' GOODS COMPANY
PKTKRSBLRc;, VA.
We ohcit a share of vour patronage.
Where YOU will always find a complete
stock c f Dress Goods, Notions, Ladies'-
Ready-to-Wear, Trunks, Bags, Etc.
"^"W^"
ABSOLUTELY
FIRE PROOF AND MODERN
EUROPEAN STYLE
Hotel Petersburg
HOTEL PETERSBURG CO.,
Proprietors.
Petersburg. Virgini;
W. J. HILLSMAN
Wln.'esale and Retail Distributor
of
General Merchandise
HIGH GRADE SHOES A SPECIAL H'
Pat/e TiLi) Hundred Fnily-one
1767 1761 1641 1564 1797
BALDWINS
Farmville, Va. Lynchburg, Va. Durham, N. C.
STYLISH MERCHANDISE
: OF KNOWN QUALITY :
Ladies Ready-to-wear Coat Suits, Dresses, Shirt Waists,
Millinery, Shoes and Dress Accessories
We extend to you a cordial invitation to visit our store and see the various lines
of merchandise we carry; always the new things of quality at reasonable prices.
Paqe Tl'.o HlinJreJ Fnrly-liLo
ROY MOOSE
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Farmville, Virginia
College
Photographs a
' Specialty
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